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COVID Budget Cuts
Present Challenges

The Harriet Cheney Cowles Memorial Library was one of the areas of campus that was hit by the budget cuts due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Photo: Jake Yeager

Whitworth faces major
budget cuts due to a loss of
$3 million dollars as a result
of the campus closure in
March, as well as a projected
loss of $7 million for the
2020-2021
school
year.
Recovering from the
financial impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic has
become a long-term project.
Whitworths $3.5 million
reserve was meant to cover
unexpected expenses or falls
in revenue. Instead, it was
used to supplement room
and board refunds, along
with canceled international
trips, according to Vice
Presicjent for Finance &
Administration Larry Probus.

"While we enter this year investments, to the supplies
without a deficit and with and plexiglass," Probus said.
a little bit of reserves left,
Whitworths
estimated
it made it very important
that we actually have a
balanced budget for fiscal
year 2020-2021," Probus said.
According to Probus,
balancing that budget is a
challenge, due in part to
decreased residence hall
occupancy, as well as the
introduction of fully remote
learning options with the
WhitworthFLEX
model.
"We also have about a
million dollars of extra cost
associated with addressing
the pandemic, everything $7 million loss for the 2020from adding Wi-Fi capacity 2021 fiscal year is still a
on campus and technology preliminary
projection.

Our biggest
concern right
now is just
how do we
provide the
help to the
students that
they need. »

However,
Whitworth
started making changes in
operations and personnel
in order to handle this
blow in the spring of 2020.
"We also had some
workforce
adjustments
that were made including
early retirements and actual
layoffs, which happened
to about 20 people. We
had some reductions with
hourly workers, instead of
working 40 hours a week
some employees were cut
back to maybe 30 hours a
week. The leadership team,
which includes the president
and vice-presidents, took a
10% pay cut," Probus said.
In a May 2020 article,

The Chronicle reported that
according to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, it was
"estimated that 19,200 fewer
workers were employed
by colleges in March 2020
(including junior colleges)
than in February 2020.
Randy Michaelis is the
interim dean of the School
of Continuing Studies and
Graduate Admissions, us
well as the lead member
of the COVID Response
Team for the university.
Whitworths
Continuing
Studies program was one
of many across campus
that was forced to make
difficult staffing decisions
amidst the budget cuts.
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Note From the
Editor-in-Chief
Kyle Evers | Editor-in-Chief

The School of Continuing Studies dispersed the role of the one full-time member it lost due to
budget cuts among its remaining staff. This position will hopefully be returned once there is more
room in the budget. Photo: Jake Yeager

"We lost a person, a fulltime person that we miss
very much. What we did in
this situation is we took those
responsibilities and dispersed
them across the staff in
Continuing Studies. We hope
that as we go through the
pandemic, that we'll be able
to return a position like that
to the school of Continuing
Studies," Michaelis said.
Another area of campus
impacted by personnel cuts
was the Harriet Cheney
Cowles Memorial Library.
Amanda Clark serves as both
the director of the library and
the associate dean of special
programs.
"The library did take an
11% employee cut, so that's
going to be a challenge in how
we service our students. Our
biggest concern right now is
just how do we provide the
help to the students that they
need," Clark said.
The financial impact of
COVID-19 had truly been
felt across campus.
"If you're talking about
travel cuts, everybody has
travel cuts. If you're talking
about reductions in outside
contracts and stipends and
all sorts of things, everybody
shared in that... same thing

with the reduction in
force, the layoffs and other
reductions," Probus said.
The administration is
taking steps to plan for
Whitworth's financial future
of Whitworth.
"Our planning assumption
is that COVID will not be
an issue next academic year.
And we actually feel pretty
bullish about the financial
outlook for that year," Probus
said.
Although
many have
deferred the start of their
Whitworth education until
the 2021-2022 school year,
these students have already
put down deposits, which
lends confidence to Probus
and others.
"We feel like if we have a
good couple years following
the pandemic, that would
be a time when we could
replenish our reserves and
restore some of the cost
reductions that we had to
make this year," Probus said.
As deans presiding over
significant sections of campus
operations, Michaelis and
Clark both stated that while
these cuts are unfortunate,
they were necessary.
"When it's all said and
done, while we are a university

with a clear mission, we're
also a business. And you
cannot have your expenses
exceeding your revenues for
very long or then you begin
to be a business that is in
trouble," Michaelis said.
For Clark, taking the next
five years - the timeline
which she says President Beck
Taylor has suggested - to get
back to the level at which
Whitworth was operating
before
the
pandemic
feels like taking steps
backwards during a time
where "in a perfect world,
we should be increasing
and advancing every year."
While this year continues
to look different than past
ones, efforts are being
made in every sector, not
just finances. As Probus
said, "I'm just thankful that
Whitworth is a community
that comes together in
hard times and people pull
together. And it's a spirit
of cooperation, not a lot of
teeth gnashing and conflict.
So I'm very thankful for that."

Doom
and
gloom
aside,
The
Whitworthian
is
recommitting
itself
to be the voice of
Whitworth's
student
body. I, our editorial
board, and our new
adviser Dr. Erica Salkin
have been working hard
to refine and revamp
our publication to better
suit a modern-day
university community.
Our goal is to be
your premier source of
news, both on campus
Welcome
to
The and in the world at large.
W h i t w o r t h i a n ! We are here to delve deeper
What a time to be alive. into our community. We are
As we continue to deal here to flush out in detail
with numerous events that the stories that make us who
I certainly never thought 1 we are as a campus. We are
would see in my lifetime, here to report the truth.
Tou will notice that we
from a pandemic to intense
conversations about racial have made some significant
injustice, we face something changes to our platforms,and
even greater. What is truth? we have many more exciting
Aside from being a daunting plans. Our website will
question, become the home for all your
philosophical
along the lines of "What weekly news around campus
is real?" and "Will the ranging from sports recaps
Mariners ever win a World to ASWU events and even
Series?", it should cause just daily life. Our Instagram
us all to stop and think. will soon be the home of
Truth has become a topic breaking news events, so
of subjectivity. One person's you never miss any sporting
truth is another person's event or club meeting and
delusion. The stark reality be on the lookout for links
is that truth has become a to stories on our website.
More than
anything,
blurred line on the horizon
that always seems just out we want your help. We
of reach. With the constant can't do anything that we
bombardment of social do without your help. So,
media and marketing that come join us because we
is our world today, it has are your voice, and we
become more difficult to want to tell your stories.
report the stories that matter
more
importantly,
and,
to
report
the
truth.
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First-Year Students Navigate
Whitworth's Relational Culture
Amidst Physical Distancing
Esther Brown | Arts and Culture Editor

Every Whitworth student
knows that the beginning
and end of their time at
the university is marked
by the singing of "Amazing
Grace," led by beloved
professor Leonard Oakland.
At this years inaugural
crossover ceremony, only
a low murmur could be
heard in accompaniment
to Oakland's singing. In

HH

relational,"
order to ensure safety in "intentionally
the midst of the COVID-19 so much so that it is a
pandemic, students were crucial part of the culture
told not to sing, but to hum. here. This fact presents a
Nowadays, the sight of confusing obstacle for firststudents carefully distributed year students. How can one
across the loop to maintain be expected to integrate
physical distancing is a into Whitworths relational
common one. As President culture during a time when
Beck Taylor said during we are more physically
than
ever?
his speech at the crossover separated
The most significant event
ceremony; Whitworth is
in helping first-years adjust
to Whitworths culture is
Orientation.
According
to Orientation Assistant
Danielle Littrell, the health
and safety of students
was the top priority while
planning
Orientation.
"We tried to offer them
places where they can hang
out with their peers and have a
fun time and have a laugh, but
still in a distanced manner,"
Littrell, a senior, said. "We
still wanted to let students
know that we are community
driven, that we are a place
that really values friendship
and each other s company."
Orientation offered a few
in-person events, which
followed strict COVID-19
protocols. The crossover
ceremony was one of them.
"Crossover ceremony was
a big deal this year. We felt
that we needed one piece
of our annual tradition to
come through," Littrell said.
Due to safety guidelines,
events that helped students
meet new people were

limited. For example, events
normally present during
Whitworths "Traditiation,"
such as Mock
Rock
and
the
Yell-Off,
were replaced
with
virtual
events like the
Residence Hall
Showdown
and
Virtual
Escape Rooms.
According
to Whitworths Back to
School Guide", students are
not allowed to enter any
residence halls other than
their own. Littrell said that
the Orientation program
encouraged students to
create
friendships
with
other students on their floor,
because students on the
same floor will have the most
with
contact
one
another.
"Having a lot
more free time
gave more space
for
students
to do more
of what they
wanted for their
Orientation
time," said Zach
McGuckin,
a
resident
assistant in Arend Hall,
There were a lot of people
just hanging out in the
ounges and so since it
wasnt quite as structured,
t ose connections were

still developed but it was
more
naturalistic
and
more student initiated."
However, not
everyone is able
to click with
the people on
their floor, and
many want the
opportunity to
expand
their
friend group to
other students
on
campus,
Class is usually another
opportunity to meet people,
but it can be challenging
to strike up conversations
in
classes
on
Zoom.
Jakhongir Ayupov, a firstyear international student,
said that in order to connect
with people outside of his
residence hall, he framed
his mindset to be "open
to
everyone."
Ayupov
said
that he was
able to become
good
friends
with
people
he met in the
Zoom breakout
rooms during
Orientation
meetings.
M a n y
students have
taken to
_ other
vuliWi
virtual
mediums to meet new people,
Some were able to find friends
before Orientation through
Whitworths Facebook group
for new students. Others

"We still
wanted to let
students know
that we are
community
driven."

"We felt that
we needed
one piece of
our annual
tradition to
come
through."
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have taken advantage of an its impact can be huge and enjoyed Whitworth's
anonymous "confessions" on those with hearing welcoming environment,
Instagram account for impairments.
Matthew he decided to finish the rest
students at Whitworth and Smith, a first-year student of the semester remotely
use it to ask for
because "it just
advice
about
makes
more
>4Making friends has been a lot
making friends.
sense" for his
Outside
of
harder... you meet someone and situation. Smith
these
virtual
said that he's
then you kind of forget what
opportunities,
excited to return
have
some
they look like because you don't to Whitworth
realized
that
when he is able.
p h y s i c a l really get to see their whole face,
Although
distancing
safety regulations
and so you're kind of judging
maskand
present
new
»
everyone based off their eyes...
wearing makes
challenges
to
interacting with
connecting
new people a challenge, who is hearing impaired, with people, the ability to
"Making friends has been often relies on reading lips. physically be on campus
a lot harder... you meet
"I struggled a lot with is an opportunity that
someone and then you making community because many college students
kind of forget what they of the mask mandate and don't have this year.
look like because you don't because of the distance,"
"I'm grateful for having
really get to see their whole Smith said. "There were in-person
classes
and
face, and so you're
of just a lot of barriers, and I being on campus," Ayupov
j u d g i n g e v e r y o n e b a s e d o f f think a lot of people might said. "I don't know what
their eyes," said Savannah agree with that. I know that would happen if I went
Weston, a first-year student. a lot of people, even without online because I'm not
"I feel like there's this kind a hearing impairment, sure if I could stay here in
of disconnect between struggle to hear with masks the U.S. or go back home!'
As Whitworth continues
people—not wanting to on. So it wasn't impossible
overstep other people's for me to make community, with in-person learning,
boundaries and what they it was just a lot harder than the collective community
feel comfortable with." I would have liked and will determine whether
While
many
may what I was hoping for." our .campus can continue
stay
open
safely.
consider the mask mandate
Although Smith said to
a small inconvenience, that he made friends

[
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Whitworth Sports:
The Longest Timeout

Luke Schwartz| Sports Editor
For the first
time in ever had fall ball, spring ball
over 70 years, Whitworth in the fall. This is uncharted
fall sports will not be territory,' said Rod Sandberg,
taking
their
respective head coach of Whitworth
fields or courts during
the month of September.
The
Northwest
Conference
Presidents
Council (NWC) made a
definitive announcement
on August 17, stating that
all fail sports would be
postponed until at least the
beginning of January. For football. It just made me sad.
football volleyball mens
When the NWC made
and women's soccer, the news their decision, 194 days had
was a tough pill to swallow, passed since the last in"I've been coaching 29 person practice for Pirate
years; I've never not had a fall athletics. Within that time

practices, team bonding
sessions, and the ability to
see one another face-toface. However, the pandemic
halted all business
as usual for both
returning players and
coaches. The teams
had to find another
way
to
continue
communication with
returning players and
make new players
welcome.
The best
feel
option? The virtual world.
"We communicated very
often via zoom and phone
texting, phone calls, emails,
we communicated regularly,'

"I've been coaching
29 years. I've
never not had
a fall season."

season. I've never not done

period, coaches and players

a training camp. Nobody's

bad

expected

summer

said

Kati

Bodecker, head
"Just trying

volleyball coach.

to make the best of it." been a difficult adjustment,
As the sports world is both Bodecker and Sandberg
changing drastically with new
say they are finding positivity
the
situation.
restrictions and limitations within
"I don't think we've
every
day,
Whitworth
coaches had to find a new
method of teaching that
would still be effective for
their players during this time.
"Our
entire
practice
structure looks different. I
think, for that reason, our
coaching styles change to
kind of adapt to our smaller
groups. Right now, we have
groups of live, we have
two groups of five that are
coming in each hour. We
basically have four groups
total, two groups come in
for one hour, then two more
groups follow them for the

second hour," Bodecker said.
Drew
Wilson,
junior
forward on the mens soccer
team, remains optimistic,
but he fears some separation
from
his
teammates
the
during
new
hybrid
model
of
practices.
" T h e r e
are going to
be groups of
five,
maybe
six
people
for
practice.
No contact for now and
you know, there's going to
be a certain buffer space in
between groups. So, you're
not crossing paths with people

ever been this focused on
working with individuals
and small groups. So, they're
getting a lot of attention
and they're getting a lot of
reps, which I think is really
positive." Bodecker said, "It's
all individual. So, what it
does focus on is individual
technique, and fundamentals,
which is a huge part of the
game. So, I think some of
our coaches were excited
about just really being able to
focus on that and helping the

individual become a better
player. Not so much team and
assignment." Sandberg said.
For sports to have a
chance at returning, every
team member is responsible
for being careful both on and
off the field
to
reduce
the risk of
an outbreak.
" W i t h
water bottles,
we can't go
to the same
trough and
everybody
shares
and
all
that.
Everybody has to bring their
own and use their own and
not share and can't have
some from the common
watering stations that we
would have had in the past
just for safety liability," said
Sandberg. Masks have also
become
mandatory
for.

"I don't think
we've ever been
this focused on
working with
individuals and
small groups."

here and there and left and
right so we'll see how it goes."
Although
the
new
coaching adaptations have
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Due to the pandemic, all sports have been cancelled until January for the saftey of students and athletes. Despite national sports and several collegiate sports confer
ences resuming fall sport activities, the university continues to err on the side of caution, maintaining close communication with local and state health authorities to
determine the best path forward to resuming full athletic activites in the coming months barring any major pandemic related setbacks. All Photos by: Jake Yeager
players and staff to wear at all
times, even during practices.
"They wear them all
practice so they just have to
adapt tobeinghot and sweaty,
kind of adapting to what it is
like to breathe when you're
moving hard and your heart
rates up with a mask on, but
they did it," Bodecker said.
Many coaches and players
are constantly preaching
the importance of bringing
a positive situation from a
negative one. During this
time of adversity where
challenges are being thrown
left and right, somehow these
teams are still standing. The
players are coming together
as one, which gives them
the ability to lean on one
another and the strength
to push forward as a unit.
"If you're just going
through things on your own,
that can be really hard at
times. It just isn't fun if you're
doing things by yourself all

the time," saidWilson. "Being it's that they're here, they're
relational, trying to just getting the experience and
hang out with teammates, everything that Whitworth
friends,I think that's a really has to offer for them, we
get to kind of share and
big part of it because there's
always going to be a bright grow together. When they
side to it." Additionally, reflect back on this time, I
Bodecker
believes
that think it's going to be such
everything happens for a an important time in their
reason, and that this idea lives, and they can say
is something that her team both as an athlete and as a
can implement in the future person, becauseIhad to deal

Sandberg
shared
some J
encouragement
for
the '
next steps of Whitworth
athletics,
hopefully
right around the corner.
"We've been talking as a
football program a lot about
social injustice, and what's
going on in our country and
in our own lives. We've had
players on our team talk
and we had a player lead
a parade. So, we're kind of
learning from each other on
this and what we do know
is love is greater than hate.
We've got to be together,
we're not going to let the
,}
world and their division,
whether it be politics, or
racial
issues, divide us. We're
with these challenges. I am
stronger now because of it." going to be together and
The sports world has been learn from each other and
forever changed, due to the grow with each other. That's
events of 2020 so far. No the great thing about sports.
one has ever experienced a It brings rich, poor, white,
time such as this before, but black, smart, not so smart, all
hope remains, nonetheless. these diverse people together
a common cause."
Although tensions are high, for

...they can say both as an athlete
and as a person, because I had to
deal with these challenges. I am
stronger now because of it.
both on and off the court.
"A challenge like this in
times of adversity, it's when
you kind of see the best in
people like when everyone
gets to come together and
kind of help each other
through their struggles. It's
not about playing volleyball,

Have an
interesting
story to share?

Contact The
Whitworthian!
Email the
Editor-inChief:

kevers23#my,whitworth.edu
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The Cancel Conversation
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Nicole Harris |Opinions Editor
As
a
Christian,
I
have
a
dilemma.
One afternoon, I was
scrolling
on
Facebook
and read a post from a
local
business
owner.
Then, another. As I read
on, I discovered a feed
complaining about the lack
of "pure whiteness" in the
United States. Sure, some
of it was shared content,
simply passed along for the
enjoyment of others, but
the comments struck me.
Thus, the canceling began.
I chose to cancef a business
based on their owners
personal Facebook content.
It was a rash decision. No
thought, no consideration
for the other persons point
of view, only my morality
telling me that racial purity
has no place in our world.
When 1 took on this topic,
1 was bent on defending my
choice to the world, and most
importantly, to myself. I was a
social activist, someone who

cared deeply about the world.
While I still believe this to be
true, I have started to see how
problematic
cancel culture. ((
really
is.
As cl
C a n c e l
culture,
as T i
defined
by Afi&VCci
Dictionary,
com,
"refers
to the popular practice of
withdrawing support for
(canceling) public figures
and companies after they
have done or said something
considered
objectionable
or offensive." Examples of
this include J.K. Rowling,
Gina
Rodriguez,
Kevin
Spacey, and many more.
Canceling a celebrity does
not always force the person

to change, but it does put the
persons actions on display
as unacceptable. According
to sociology professor, Stacy
George, PhD, "[through
cancel culture] the public
gains the power to decide
who is popular and who
should be canceled' out of
pop culture." While cancel
culture has arguably gone
too far in recent months,
it is one way for a group of
people, with similar values,
to unite and revoke support
for someone expressing
conflicting,
and
often
hurtful, ideas. Looking more
broadly, cancel culture seeks
to cancel' ideas, not people.
This is not to say that
cancel culture, like public
shaming in general, does not
confuse people with sins. In
an interview, a Whitworth
student stated:"I got pregnant
at 17... the church that we
went to was very judgement
centered. I basically got

the fallen women spiel like
every week at church, the
whole time I was pregnant.
Whereas, my sons dad who
a l s o
. ..
w e n t

Christian, to that

church
a
s l a p
on the
wrist
and they moved on." There
is a difference between
passing
judgement
and
loving
correction.
Unlike
past
versions
of public shaming, cancel
culture seeks to deconstruct
social
norms
while
attempting to establish new
ones. For example, J.K.
Rowling, was canceled for her
belief that sex cannot change.

dilemma.

99 got

to
Professor
Joshua
Leim,
ThD. He stated:
"In
most
circumstances
Christians should
avoid
publicly
shaming anyone.
However,
one
can imagine a
scenario in which a
version of publicly
rebuking someone
is
appropriate—
say, for example,
if we observe a
fellow
Christian
repeatedly
and
publicly
doing
so m e t h i n g
profoundly
un- Photo by Jake Yeager
the purity culture that began Christlike. In such a case, it world is messy" in former
in our Protestant roots. This may be appropriate to draw president Obamas words.
The ideal of cancel culture
is specifically in the context public attention to their
of celebrities and consumers. actions. But, of course, such a is that we call out bigotry,
Yet, cancel culture, since rebuke is different in manner prejudice, or harmful actions/
its popularization, has moved and purpose from so-called remarks in hopes that it will
away from simply targeting cancel culture—it is not aimed change society's values. The
celebrities and companies, at destroying the person reality is that cancel culture
and began to target on rebuked; it is driven by love needs to take a leap forward
the peer level. Another and a hope for redemption." to become useful in our
Whitworth student stated,
Public shaming is not so society. It does not allow for
"[conservatives] are often cut and dry. It has existed redemption. It does not allow
very afraid to go out and talk in some form or another for conversation. The ideal of
about what we believe. Not in society for years. It will Christianity is that we love
only are we afraid to be shut continue to have both our neighbors, regardless of
down and people not wanting a positive and negative our disagreements, that we
to have conversations, but of impact in our future. The bear faithful witness to Jesus.
losing our jobs or friends." caveat is that we should Yet, the public perception
I'll admit, cancel culture be careful about who we of Christianity is that
has gone too far. Radicals shame, how we shame, and Christians are judgmental
have taken this phenomenon the purpose of our shaming. and unwilling to converse
and started to search for
As a Christian, I strive with non-Christians. Cancel
victims to cancel.' But that to be humble in my beliefs. culture, like Christianity has
does not mean we should I know I have sinned in been called out. We should
cancel' cancel culture. Its the past, and I have not always be pushing towards
place in society will always always welcomed others that ideal, but we should be
be a radical one. We should pointing that out to me. We willing to be held accountable
instead be considering the all judge, we all blame, we when we do not meet it.
roots of this movement and all walk past injustices that
how, we can turn it positive. we know we cannot change
As part of my research from a single conversation,
for this article, I spoke or
cancellation.
"The

This cancellation, while
shutting down conversation
about whether transgendered
individuals
can
truly
transition,
reaffirmed
the identities of many
transgendered individuals.
Though cancel culture
gives
more
power
to
minority groups by calling
out potentially marginalizing
ideas, it only shifts what
social constructs we, as a
society, prescribe to. Cancel
culture is "fighting fire with
fire." In that regard, it is not
effective activism. What it
can do is hold people to a
standard that is unachievable,
in the hopes that our societal
expectations shift away from
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Welcome to the most important time of our
generation. The presidential election is only a
few short days away and many questions re
main during these unprecedented times. One
constant, however, is the ever-growing need
for accurate news coverage and reporting.
We as the editorial board want to acknowl
edge that we are new at this process, as are
many of you. For several of us, this fall is our
first time voting in and reporting on a pres
idential election. In a year of firsts, we are
excited to be your premier source of national
and campus news. We promise to do our best
to represent your voice the best that we can as
your fellow students and peers.
The weight of responsibility we feel is not
light. Now, more than ever, the reputability
of news has been called into question re
peatedly from all angles. We as the editorial
board of your newspaper want to reaffirm our
commitment to comprehensive and accurate
reporting, as well as the highest standards
of ethical journalism. We are the historical
record of Whitworth and we want to maintain
the standards that have been set before us by
generations past.
You too hold a heavy responsibility. The
ability to vote is nothing less than your civic
duty, set forth by the founding fathers so
many years ago. You have the chance to shape
the future. You have the opportunity to fight
for justice, mercy and peace on in this coun
try. You have the choice to speak for what you
believe in, to stand for those who cannot, to
give voice to the silent. Above all, you have the
ability to change the world. We, as your voice,
stand behind you.

Printed by The Wenatchee World
7 'hiseditorial represents the opinion of the
Whitworthian Editorial Board.

Women, we can speak
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Emma Maple|Staff Writer
Imagine: the year is 2017,
and you are a woman enter
ing a STEM program. You
expect comradery and re
spect from your male class
mates. Instead, you are told,
"Go make me a sandwich."
Now imagine the year is
2020. You are a female con
tender for the vice presiden
cy. During the debate, your
male competitor interrupts
you repeatedly. He goes
on to reject the time limits
given to him, while you are
held accountable for your
own. Both examples actual
ly happened. Both examples
highlight an issue deeply
rooted in the history of our
nation: sexism.
In 2017, Whitworth's
computer science depart
ment was accused of sex
ism. Male students had been
making sexist remarks to
female students outside of
the classroom. According
to computer science pro
fessor, Peter Tucker, Ph.D.,
"We had a couple of female
students, computer science
majors, [who] felt like the
male students didn't respect
them. They said there were
references to rape jokes;
there were go make me a
sandwich'-type comments."
This case isn't simply a
rarity or a fluke. As Lorna
Javis, Chief Diversity Officer
at Whitworth, says, "There's
still sexism in our society in
general. Whitworth is a mi
croscopic cosmos of what is
out there in the world." We
can't just focus on our com
munity. We need to identify
the problems that lie at the
base of society.
A few weeks ago, Senator
Kamala Harris experienced

sexism in the vice-presi
dential debate. According to
Time Magazine, Vice Presi
dent Mike Pence interrupt
ed her a total of ten times
throughout the debate, over
twice as many times as she
interrupted him.
A New York Times article
quotes former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton's warn
ing for Harris - "Be prepared
for the slights, the efforts to
diminish you, you person
ally, you as a woman, who
is about to be our next vice
president... There will be a
lot of maneuvering on the
other side to try to put you
in a box."
This debate is evidence of
sexism within our political
system at the highest level.
Jarvis says that "in general,
males are socialized [to be
lieve] that part of the male
identity is to speak your
mind." So, what can we do
about it? Kamala Harris
gave us an example when
she said, "Mr. Vice Presi
dent, I'm speaking."
"I'm speaking" is a pow
erful sentence. Sometimes
people may be afraid to
speak up. They may think
they are alone, but many
women are fighting the same
battle. Tucker stated that
the two students who faced
sexism in the computer lab
believed they were the only
ones, that such behavior was
only directed at them. How
ever, when campus officials
interviewed other students,
the former found that simi
lar acts happened moderate
ly often.
After these women spoke
up, the faculty made chang
es. According to Tucker,

these changes included
bringing more female speak
ers into the department and
publicly addressing the issue
through a letter sent to stu
dents. This letter stated, "We
strongly believe in treating
all students fairly regardless
of gender, race, or any other
difference."
The changes following
Senator Harris's actions are
more difficult to quantify.
She didn't immediately get
more time to talk, nor do I
think that she gained much
respect from Mike Pence.
She did gather support,
though.
Time Magazine stat
ed that "within minutes of
Pence's first interruption,
it was clear on social me
Whitworth s history through
dia that many women had
the mid-1960s, Whitworth
experienced in their own
mirrored in general a kind
lives exactly what Harris
of conservative Christian
was going through on a na
ethic between men and
tional stage. Platforms like
women. As a consequence,
Twitter soon flooded with
women were largely en
responses from women who
couraged to go into female
recognized what it was like
vocations—whether it was
to have a man speak over
home economics, teaching
them."
or nursing. Those were the
In
Harris's
instance,
three most common majors
speaking up reaped the
that women were encour
benefit of allowing women
aged to go into, and they
to feel heard. Hopefully, it
were discouraged to go into
helped them to realize that
sciences."
they don't have to allow men
The "go make me a sand
to speak over them. They
wich" comment is based on
can simply state, "I'm speak
the historical notion that the
ing"
woman's proper place is in
Sexism is by no means a
the kitchen. So is the phe
new concept. Its roots can
nomenon of men interrupt
be traced back hundreds,
ing women.
even thousands, of years. It
According to The New
can even be found in WhitYork Times, "Men are often
worth's own history.
socialized to display domi
Professor of history, and
nance in competitive public
Whitworth's unofficial his
settings like debates and in
torian, Dale Soden, Ph.D.,
terrupting is a power move."
said, "From the beginning of
Often, they don't realize

Photo credit: Jake Yeager

they're doing it By talking
about these issues, we are
one step closer to resolving
them.
According to jarvis,"\hquity\ starts here, and it starts
in our education, so we need
to be addressing it and help
ing each other be aware of
those biases from centuries
of society raising us that
way."
Women need to support
each other, as is evidenced
by the women who banded
together on social media
to support Kamala Harris
during the vice-presiden
tial elections. When women
learn to speak up for them
selves and for each other,
whether in the private or
public sphere, we can begin
to change things. If sexism is
still a topic, it is still an is
sue. The long-term goal is to
teach men to respect wom
en, but in the short term,
what we can do as women is
illuminate the issue.
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Test negative, stay positive
Student life in quarantine
The Whitworthian

Annika Bjornson J Staff Writer

Courtney FaxrVxart \s one of the Cov'xd Care Team contact tracers. She transfers on-campus students to theme houses for quarantining in a van with multiple layers of
protection \n p\ace. Faxrhart makes sure to"add a srnWe to her voice" as she works with students during who may be stressed. Photo by Jake Yeager.

Quarantine experiences
vary greatly for Whitworth
students,
with
some
students
relocating
to
theme houses, some selfisolating off campus, and
even one stuck in Florida.
As of Oct. 24, Whitworth
has reported a total of 51
cases of COVID-19 among
both on-campus students
and off-campus students,
as well as employees.
Prior to the campus
closure last spring, an
Incident Command Team
was formed in February
2020 to determine the
university's response to the
virus. The ICT later created
the Covid Response Team
to lead
administrative
efforts, as well as the Covid

Care Team (CCT). The CCT
manages cases, conducts
contact tracing, and takes
care of those in isolation
and quarantine. This year,
the theme houses have been
set aside for on-campus
residents to quarantine due
to infection or exposure.
Courtney Fairhart is a
2016 Whitworth alum who
also holds a masters from
Gonzaga' in sports and
athletic
administration.
She serves as a contact
tracer
on
the
CCT.
Contact tracers work to
identify students who have
symptoms, transport them
to quarantine housing,
respond to their needs and
trace their recent contacts.
A key word that was

used in the job description
was empathy because we are
working wiih people in a
time of high stress," Fairhart
said. "That's something

tenderness to a situation
that can be stressful."
Junior Hannah Higgins,
who currently serves as the
Executive Vice President

it

I try to put a smile on my face
and add a smile in my voice,
and just bring that kindness and
tenderness to a situation that can
be stressful.
I try to take with me on
all my calls. I try to put a
smile on my face an"d add a
smile in my voice, and just
bring that kindness and

of ASWU, was one of 11
students who self-isolated
for almost two weeks prior
to the start of the semester.
Out of this group of mainly

student leaders preparing to
help with move-in, several
students formed a support
system that would stay on
Zoom together throughout
the day, whether they were
eating meals or staying
up late watching Netflix.
Higgins,
who * has
struggled with her mental
health before, had a hard
time with motivation while
self-isolating in her room
off-campus. "I had extreme
lows where I lost my appetite
and motivation to even
walk to the bathroom, and
extreme highs where I would
impulsively deep clean
my room, or stay up until
4:30 a.m., barely missing
the sunrise," Higgins said.
Junior
Kamryn
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her groceries and advised
students to talk to people
who make them smile, and
Broennle enjoyed gifts from
friends and family and
advises students to find the
positive in their situation.
Bosh is excited to have
other community members
help out with supporting
students in quarantine.
"Whitworth is such a
big campus community,
and we care so much about
our campus community,"
Bosh said, "and so to have
everybody start to chip
in a little bit here and
there, whether it's walking
by a theme house...or
providing things to put on
walls in theme houses...
We are using students
to pass on the messages
a little bit more often."
For those who wish to
be involved in caring for
Students quarantined in theme houses receive resources from the health and counseling center, campus ministries and more to help
students in quarantine,
equip them for their stay. Also, Covid Care Team members walk by every few days to check in. Photo by Jake Yeager.
there are plenty of options
Broennle's
coronavirus
come in close contact with
repainting the white walls.
sports medicine Jon Bosh.
available. One way that
symptoms continue
to
someone who has tested
While
students
in
" F a c e - t o - f a c e
people can help is by
prevent her from coming to
positive or they themselves
quarantine must be careful
interactions
are
what
bringing
decorations,
Spokane this fall. Broennle
have tested positive, they
to avoid exposing others,
everybody's craving right
pictures, encouraging notes,
has been very sick for about
are moved to a theme
they are encouraged to get
nowJ' Bosh said, "and that's
and more to the Hardwick
three months, rendering her
house
to
quarantine.
outside to read on their
a Whitworth thing. That's
House for decorating the
exhausted every day and
At each theme house,
theme house lawn or go
relation-building and that
theme houses. People can
unable to do many things
quarantined students are
also make cookies, write
besides resting in bed and
provided with resources
letters, provide distanced
taking one online class.
from campus ministries and
face-to-face
interaction
She lives in Florida and
the health and counseling
with quarantined students,
center. These include a
keeps booking flights a few
go Christmas caroling to the
range of resources, such as
weeks out in the hopes that
theme houses, or even start
journal prompts, contacts
she will be well enough to
a Covid Care Team club
for crisis helplines and
come to campus, but each
that organizes volunteers.
on-campus
counseling
time she has had to cancel.
The best way to get
resources. The counseling
involved
with caring for
"All of my classmates and
99
center
holds
a
Zoom
students
in
isolation,
friends are in Washington,
ask questions about the
meeting every two weeks for *
so its been really difficult
campus COVID response,
people in quarantine to talk.
to not be there and not be
is part of the Whitworth
for a brief walk without
and share ideas is to
Among 24 theme houses,
able to do anything with
experience,
so
we
want
interacting
with
others.
email
jbosh@whitworth.
there
have
been
85
beds
them," Broennle said. "Also,
to
try
to
encourage
that."
The
CCT
also
walks
edu. To learn more about
set aside for quarantine
not taking the amount of
Interviewees
offered
around
houses
every
few
Whitworth's
COVID
housing.
The
theme
houses
courses that I had planned
advice
to
students
who
days
to
talk
to
students
response
in
general,
log on
provide
basic
amenities
sets me back, and so that's
have
friends
in
quarantine,
in
a
socially
distanced
to
https://www.whitworth.
but remain barren and
been a struggle realizing
stressing the importance
manner
with
personal
edu/cms/whitworthflex/
lack
personalized touches.
that my health is more
of
checking
in
on
people.
protective
equipment.
covid-19-information/.
The
CCT
is
making
important, and I need to get
Higgins
appreciated
Leading
the
CCT
is
these
spaces
homier
by
better before I can go back."
when
friends
brought
assistant athletic director for
decorating the walls and
If on-campus students

All of my classmates and
friends are in Washington, so
its been really difficult to not
be there and not be able to do
anything with them.
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The last outdoor chapel of fall
Benjamin Gallaway|Staff Photographer

Chapel has been held outside on Tuesdays and Thursdays this fall, but colder temperatures sent those services indoors in
the last week of October.
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Opening the WALT
JakeYeager | Photo Editor

Whitworth dedicated the WALT (the Whitworth Athletics Leadership Team Center) in October. The building provides
28,000 square feet of space for all athletics (other than swimming) to train together, and houses coaches' offices, team
rooms and football locker rooms.

Whitworth vs. Gonzaga: A side
by side look at university COVID
response plans
Zach McGuckin|Staff Writer
When faced with unsafe
conditions on Gonzaga
University's
campus,
Makayla Heiser decided
to take a stand.
An
undergraduate
student
and a leader of Gonzagas
United Students Against
Sweatshops (USAS) club,
Heiser used her connections

to push the administration
to make campus safer for
both students and workers.
This movement pushed for
a COVID-19 dashboard
tracking the amount of cases
on campus, mandatory
COVID-19
testing for
all students, removal of
seating in the dining hall

and guaranteed pay for all
student workers until the
end of the semester, even
in the case of a
campus closure.
"I was super
nervous," said
Heiser, when
asked
about
her
feelings
on
returning
to
Gonzagas
campus
this
fall. "I received an email that
said I had to come back on
campus, or I'd lose my job."
Many students at both

most of their classes
online, but some classes
are only offered in-person,

students knew that," Heiser
said. The student body was
informed about the first
COVID-19 case
on campus but
received
no
updates about
further
cases.
H e i s e r
recently
was
elected
as
the
Campus
Worker Justice
Representative for the USAS
Coordinating Committee
(CC), a leadership team for
the national organization.
She used this connection
in her organizing effort at
the start of the school year.
"I called out to...USAS and
I said 'Help!' Everyone
was
really
supportive,"
Heiser said. "As
soon as we had
our
Twitter
storm asking
the president
to creatf
a
dashboard,
within
three
hours he sent
out a YouTube
video and a
dashboard."
This
Twitter
storm
was a group of Gonzaga
students
and
others
tweeting at Thayne M.
McCulloh, the president
°f Gonzaga, demanding
that
the
university
release
a
dashboard

"They [the administration] told
faculty they didn't have to report
anymore cases on campus because
COVID was already on campus
and.students knew that."

Gonzaga and Whitworth
shared a similar stress about
returning to campus. Heiser,

who works as a social justice
peer educator, thought
she
had
to
choose
between her
job and her
safety.
"I
came up here
found
and
out,
after
two days of
meetings,
[the email]
w a s n ' t
actually
meant for me.
It was meant for the RAs, so I
didn't have to be back here."
While Heiser's return
to campus was due to a
miscommunication, many
Gonzaga students had no
choice but to return to
campus. Gonzaga offered

including many of the labs.
As a result, around 5,000
Gonzaga students returned
to the Spokane area and to
a campus that, according
to Heiser, was unprepared
to
host
them
safely.

Whitworth
University
has a dashboard updating

"Student employees are expected
to put themselves at the front lines
to deliver food, clean high-touch
surfaces and prepare for possible
shelter-in-places among other
risks... Its not fair to ask students to
put themselves at risk."

After learning about unsafe conditions for students and work
ers at Gonzaga, Gonzaga student Makayla Heiser organized
with USAS to push Gonzaga administration to commit to safer
conditions. Photo provided by Makayla Heiser

the number of COVID-19
cases weekly; Gonzaga has
no such system in place.
"They [the administration]
told faculty they didn't have
to report anymore cases on
campus because COVID
was already on campus and
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USAS members attending a conference at the 2020 Winter Conference. Photo provided by USAS.

tracking COVID-19 cases.
This was a major victory for
Heiser and Gonzaga USAS,
but it remains the only
one of USAS'
demands that has
been met. "It was
exciting, but it is
still scary. There's
still so much that
needs to be done,"
Heiser
said.
USAS
is
planning
on
continuing their
push for safer
conditions. "We
are now pushing
for
student
workers
and
workers to be
tested
weekly,"
Heiser said. "RAs
who are walking
into buildings, on rounds
all the time, interacting
with different students don't
or aren't able to get tested
unless they have symptoms.
Cog [Gonzaga's dining hall]
workers and other workers
who are super involved with

students... its ridiculous
that there's not testing that
could be done for them."
A similar issue exists

said Kendy Valadez, an
RA in Arend. "It's not
fair to ask students to
put themselves at risk."
Heiser has
always
had
a
passion
for
justice.
G e t t i n g
involved
in
USAS allowed
her to become
more effective
in actualizing
it. "Last year,
my
friend
had
been
me
telling
about USAS
for a while,
they
and
asked me if I
wanted to go
to the national
conference," Heiser said. "I
didn't have this thought in
mind that this was going
to change me for the better.
Then I went there, and it
was the most empowering,
influential fire that came out
of me when I met all these

"Student voices are important
because we are the future of this
country... COVID is revealing
just how unjust the systems are
in our country. There are major
disparities within health care
in our country, and COVID
has deeply affected BIPOC
communities at disproportionate
jy
rates
here
at
Whitworth.
"Student employees are
expected to put themselves
at the front lines to deliver
food, clean high-touch
surfaces
and
prepare
for
possible shelter-inplaces among other risks,"

organizers
and students
that
could
make
a
change and
had the same
drive as me.
It was super
inspiring."
cited
She
H a r r i e t
Tubman, Dr.
Reverend
M a r t i n
L u t h e r
King Jr. and
Malcom X
as
major
inspirations
to
her
activism
work.
"I
could
not
have
done
anything
I
did without
the help of
USAS.
The
entire CC was helping
me draft up letters and a
petition," said Heiser. "I
wouldn't have been able to
do any of this by myself!' The
motto of USAS is"solidarity,'
and Heiser s experience
is a testament to that.
"Student
voices
are

Image from USAS.org

important because we are
the future of this country,"
said
Ronnie
Estoque,
a
USAS alumni and
freelance journalist based
out of Seattle. "COVID is
revealing just how unjust
the systems are in our
country. There are major
disparities within health
care in our country, and
COVID has deeply affected
BIPOC communities at
disproportionate
rates."
Heiser had similar things
to say, "I want people
to know that if there
is something going on
campus, we're here for them.
The most important thing
I've learned from these past
few months is that we're the
students of the university,
and without us giving them
our money, they wouldn't be
able to open; they wouldn't
have anything. If something
is going on on our campus
and we dont like it, we can
say were not paying tuition/
and stuff will change. I hope
that people seeing this and
say cOh, this is how we
organize. This is how we
enact change. Vie actually
do have a say on what's
going on our campus!"

(V-"i
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Whitworth sports:
Athletes embrace COVID

Katelyn McLean | Staff Writer
was looking for in terms
of academics and sports
as well," Betancourt said.
Over
the
summer,
Betancourt was unsure about
whether he would be able to
get back to Whitworth and
to the sport he fell in love
with. "I don't know if I go
back to my country if I'm
going to be able to re-enter
here safely. Were facing the
bannings this year from the
government, so there was
a lot of uncertainty at that
summer; many of these
students, who fill such a United States was to play - D i v i s i o n I , D i v i s i o n I I , time. I didn't know what I
crucial role in Whitworths sports, so, that really helps Division III, but I realized had to do," Betancourt said.
community, doubted that me to be disciplined and that Division III is what I
The international student
restrictions were part of a
July 6 order by the Trump
administration,
barring
international students from
continuing their studies in
the United States if colleges
moved classes online for the
2020-2021 school year due to
the coronavirus pandemic.
International
students who
were in their
home country
would
be
banned from
returning, and
those currently
residing in the
United States
at the start of
the school year
would be forced to return to
their home country or face
deportation, according to
Deirdre Shesgreen and Chris
Quintana for USA Today.
The order was reversed on
July 14, after 17 states and
the District of Columbia
filed lawsuits against the
COVID-19 has turned
the college sports world
on its head. With sports at
Whitworth postponed and
possibly canceled, athletes
are left reeling, and the
international athletes may
have taken the hardest hit.
According to Whitworths
website,
international
students come to Spokane
from "40 countries and
every major continent."
However,
over
the

they would be able to return
at all, much less to play
sports. "One of the main
reasons why I came to the

motivated through all of these
times," junior track athlete
Xavier Betancourt said.
Back home in Cuenca,
Ecuador, Betancourt
broke
national
records in the 200m
dash in 2016 and
the 4 x 400m relay
in 2017. "I realized
that I had a chance
here to compete at
a university. I was
thinking about many
colleges
different

"...I realized that
Division 3 is what I
was looking for in
terms of academics
and sports as well..."

Trump administration over
the policy, according to USA
Today. However, the policy
still had a notable impact
on international students.
"When I was back home
this summer, the entire
time I was telling my coach,
'Well, this new law came out
that international students
from
these
countries
cant go back into the
U.S.,"' senior cheerleader
Ana
Murdock
said.
Spain, Murdock's home
country, was one of the
countries affected by this
international
student
restriction. Murdock said she
received advice to fly from
Madrid, Spain, into a country
that was permitted to fly into
the U.S., like Argentina, and
stay there for two weeks in
order to fly into the U.S.
^ucky for Murdock, the
order was rescinded before
she ran out
of
other
options, but
fears about
the status of
international
students
and athletes
in the U.S.
r e m a i n .
"There's
still
the
chance of someone saving.
"That's
it,
international
students out,' and kicking
us out," Murdock said.
The idea of being forced
to leave a university and
a sport for which the
athlete travelled thousands
of miles is devastating.

"There's still
- the chance
of someone
saying, That's
it, international
students out'..."

Josh Siemens completes a throw during offseason drills with the baseball team. Due to the worldwide COVID pandemic, international athletes must be deal with an
ever evolving situation as cases continue to rise around the globe forcing difficult decisions with travel and athletic seasons still up in the air. Photo by: Jake Yeager.

"Being able to continue with
something that I love so
much while I'm so far away is
really important to me, and
Whitworth cheer has just
been literally a family since I
got here. I had no idea what
I was doing or where I was,
or what school in America
worked like," Murdock said.
I had no idea what I was
doing or where I was, or
what school in America
worked like," Murdock said.
Murdock grew up in
Madrid, Spain, where her
gymnastics
and
dance
background led her to
discover
competitive
cheer. "Its a little different
because
sideline
cheer
doesn't exist. That's a very
American thing, so it was
mostly just competition
and
going
around
Europe," Murdock said.
Murdock learned sideline
cheer when she got to
Whitworth, and immediately

fell in love with it, as well as the
Whitworth community. "It's
been the best experience of
my life and I'm so grateful for
everything, and Whitworth
cheer has just been, again,
my family," Murdock said.
"I was so scared before
coming into school the first
time. I remember flying here
and regretting every decision
I've ever made. I was like,

college sports season was
thrown into jeopardy. "It
was just tough to decide if
I was going to come here
or to stay at home and do
it online depending on
how strict the border rules
were," freshman baseball
player Josh Siemens said.
Siemens
grew
up
in
Abbotsford,
British
Columbia, Canada, and

"It was tough to decide if I was going
to come here or to stay at home and
do it online depending on how strict
the border rules were..."
'No, I just want to stay
home,' and my first practice,
I was already texting my
mom. I was like, T'm in love
with this place, I'm never
leaving,"' Murdock said.
For
incoming
international athletes, the
excitement of their first

began
playing
baseball
at age four. It was the
baseball community that
eventually
connected
Siemens with Whitworth.
"I was actually at a
tournament in Arizona last
fall, so probably about a year
ago now, and I met...Dan

Ramsey. He used to be the
head baseball coach here...
He told us about Whitworth,
and we got connected with
Coach Perry," Siemens said.
Leaving Canada as an
international student was
a relatively easy process
for
Siemens,
because
international
students
are considered essential
and therefore allowed to
travel. "Other than crossing
the border, and [Canada
Border Services Agency]
asking a couple questions,
they were totally fine. They
understood that we were
students and that we had to
get across," Siemens said.
For international students,
like many of us, not having
sports remind us of the role
they play in our lives. "I really
take it for granted. I shouldn't
have complained about it
when I had it," Murdock said.

Have an
interesting
story to share?
Contact The
Whitworthian!
Email the
Editor-inChief:
Kyle Evers
kevers23<a>my.whitworth.edu

The first snowman of the year stands guard outside of McMillian Hall. Combining elements of Halloween and Christ
mas, the snowman is one of many snow-related traditions on campus including a midnight snow run by several of the
Mac resididents. Photo by: Jake Yeager
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It is beginning to look like yesterday.
Thanksgiving is only a few short days away and as
the nation navigates a resurgence in COVID cases,
we as students face an unprecedented dilemma.
Go home for Thanksgiving and finish the semester
online, or sacrifice time with our families to remain
on campus and retain in-person instruction for the
final weeks of the semester.
It has been a long semester. With the cancellation
of fall break, the decision that we must now make
over our Thanksgiving plans is difficult to say the
least, but it also raises another question. Where is
the tipping point for students? We have been at
tending classes for 11 weeks straight with no signif
icant break to allow students any time to recharge
and recuperate. Any normal year is hard enough on
students and this year is anything but normal.
We as the editorial board want to be clear - the
decisions that our administration have had to make
are not easy. It is a balancing act, to say the least, to
moderate the goals of in-person instruction while
still maintaining the safety of everyone currently on
campus and we as an editorial board want to thank
all those in charge of these difficult decisions as they
have done an amazing job.
We also want to say that we are right here with
every single one of our student peers as well. We are
feeling the same burnout from the extended hours,
the difficulties of Zoom and the never-ending
concern for our loved ones, as well as each other, as
we muddle through these final few weeks. While we
approach the end of the semester, The Whitworthi
an remains committed to being your voice despite
the challenges we are all facing. Stay strong, stay
safe and together, we will get through this.
This editorial represents the opinion of the Whitwor
thian Editorial Board.
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Civic Engagement Burnout

3

Annaciare Splettstoeszer|Guest Columist
Within just the first
month of 2020, the United
States seemed to be careen
ing towards war with Iran,
a sitting U.S. president was
impeached for the third time
in our country's history and
one of the most legendary
athletes of all time — Kobe
Bryant—
was tragically
killed in a helicopter crash.
2020 brought even inore
surprises, though. Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle
of the U.K. announced that
they would be leaving the
royal family. The Iowa Dem
ocratic caucus nearly col
lapsed. Brexit was officially
completed. The novel coronavirus spread around the
world, disrupting schools,
financial markets, travel and
daily life. Financial markets
took historic dives and mil
lions of jobs seemed to dis
appear into thin air.
The deaths of Black
Americans like Ahmaud
Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd sparked na
tionwide protests that mobi
lized millions of Americans.

not alone.
I find myself asking: In
light of all this news— this
overwhelming, all-consum
ing, never-ending news—
what am I to say about the
election? Wont whatever I
say simply be drowned out
by every other event which
has transpired this year?
According to Psychology
Today, some psychologists
are speculating that due
to the disruptive events of
this year, many Americans
are experiencing "crisis fa
tigue." Raised levels of the
stress hormone Cortisol can
lead to all kinds of negative
effects with implications for
our health, our social lives
and even our systems of civ
ic engagement.
How could it not? After
all, our bodies are simply
not equipped to operate un
der constant duress.
Time and again in the
days following the election,
I have heard one friend after
another express the anxiety
that follows them from the
time they wake up until the
time
they
go to
bed.
Aside
from
the election, incessant re
freshing, constant scrolling
and endless notifications
about each event of this year
are all pinging away at our
sense of stability.
I don't believe that this
problem of "crisis fatigue,"
however, is unique to this
election cycle, or this pan
demic, or even this year.
Modernity demands con
nection to sources of news

"our bodies are simply
not equipped to operate
under constant duress."

Chadw i c k
Bosem a n
died.
Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsberg died.
President Trump tried
to ban TikTok. The United
States formally left the Par
is Climate Accords just 24
hours after the largest fed
eral election in its 244 year
history.
Its been a long year. If
reading this brief recount
ing of the years events ex
hausts you, you are certainly

and con
flict across
the world. .Without our no
ticing, global news of events
large and small - frequent
ly upsetting - has found
dozens of ways to follow us
from the time we wake up
until the time we go to bed.
Some fall victim to
"doomscrolling"
through
every news source imagin
able in increasingly frantic
attempts to understand; oth
ers, overwhelmed, stressed
and disoriented, tune out
everything and ignore the
critical tone of our present
moment. This cycle exhibits
so much pressure that find
ing those who can stand in
the middle of these two ex
tremes can be near impos
sible.
This election has been
marked by historic voter
turnout, extreme polariza
tion and rampant fake news.
Furthermore, the control of
the Senate remains to be de
termined, signaling that this
election is not yet over.
I fear, however, that we
are over it. We, the Amer

Photo credit: Jake Yeager
ican public that read the
one empty and exhausted.
news; witnessed protests
We are finite human be
and waited in line for hours
ings and we have a near
infinite amount of content
to vote, are tired. We are
banging
at our door. We are
weary.
faced with the increasingly
After all of the contro
versy, all of the protest, all
difficult task of determining
what we truly need to know.
of the death and disease
and disinformation, fatigue
As this election cycle
continues
to unfold, 1 hope
is understandable. I myself
we rise to the challenge of
am ready to tune out and
maintaining balance. I hope
move on, joining those who
never read newsletters or
we support our local news
listen to NPR or read their
papers and talk to our fel
low students, professors and
local college paper. I want
community members about
to rid myself of any sup
important political issues. I
posed civic duty that I have
hope
we have grace for one
to stay informed and be po
another and focus on in
litically active because more
forming rather than sham
often than not, engaging in
ing.
that civic duty exhausts me,
Most importantly, I hope
stresses me and disappoints
that every now and then, we
me.
set the newspaper, laptop or
Right now, however, we
phone down, recognize our
cannot give up on our civic
limitations
as human be
duty to remain engaged and
ings, and remember that life
present. Nor should we as
happens beyond the head
sume, as I mistakenly have
lines.
for the last 11 months, that
merely reading about the is
sues of the present moment
does much more than leave
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Reflections on the 2020 Election:
Whitworth students cast first-time votes
NaraShin

| Staff Writer

Dr. Kathy Lee talks with a student at the political science meet-and-greet on Oct. 28. Lee was "very encouraged" to see so many students participate in the recent
election, especially since it meant overcoming obstacles put in place. Photo by Jake Yeager.
After days of waiting
for ballots to be counted,
]oe Biden was elected the
46th president, defeating
incumbent Donald Trump.
Biden and his running
mate Kamala Harris — the
first female vice president
— won the election with
a total of 306 electoral
votes and 51 percent of the
popular vote, according
to The Associated Press.
Defying the hurdles
that
the
coronavirus
pandemic
presented,
around
158,857,000
voters participated in the
2020
general
election,
according to the United
States Election Project.
Many voted for the first
time in this presidential

election.
According
to researchers at Tuffs
University, 50 to 52 percent
of eligible young voters
(ages 18 to 29) participated
in the 2020 presidential
election, including many
college-aged voters like
Whitworth
students.
for professor of political
science Dr. Kathy Lee,
seeing how many young
people voted was uplifting.
"I have been very
encouraged by reading
how many young people
voted, even during the
pandemic",
Lee
said.
Sophomore
Celia
Hagey cast her first
presidential ballot this fall.
"I felt empowered by
casting my ballot...It was

I felt empowered by casting
my ballot...It was very scary
and stressful waiting for
results, especially as it took
multiple days, but now that
it's over I'm relieved and
ready to build a safer and
more united America.'5
very scary and stressft.1
waitingforresults,especially
as it took multiple days,
but now that its over I'm
relieved and ready to build a

safer and more
united
America," Hasev
said,
Fo,
studenY
who
don't officially reside
Washington sLe, getting

their ballot took an extra
step. Sophomore Nathan
Dykstra hails from Arizona.
"The process was easy,
even for an out of state
voter like me. The ballot
can seem overwhelming
as there are a lot of people
running for many positions,
but I did some research and
voted for as many people
as I could," Dykstra said.
For
sophomore
political science major
Timothy
Leslie,
being
informed on the people
and issues on which he
was voting was important.
"I attempted to be as
informed as possible for
the sake of making the
correct decisions based
on my beliefs and the
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facts... It is important
to use our vote to the
greatest extent for accurate
representation," Leslie said.
Although international
students were not able to
vote, many actively observed
the situation with the global
community in
mind, including
II
sophomore
Aditi Beesani,
who
calls
India
home.
"I was still
speaking very
publicly about
the values I
stand for and
the change I
wished to see,
and sometimes
having
those
kinds
of
conversations
can
be
emotionally

understand because
its
complexities.
"The election process is
quite new for me because
I couldn't understand how
citizens'
voices
matter
to this country with the
electoral college," Jeong said.

draining,"

Throughout the week
before the election, various
departments on campus
provided students with
resources concerning the
election. Campus ministries

to
of

created a "Political Prayer
Guide" for students to read
daily from Oct. 28 through
Nov. 4 that encouraged
the community to pray
for multiple aspects of
the
election
process.
Additionally, an Election
Prayer Relay
was held on
Nov.
3
to
create
space
for community
m e m b e r s
spend
to
30
minutes
intentionally
for
praying
the election.
T
h
e
counseling
center
also
sent
an
Election Stress
Kit to each
student
via
email. The kit
contained
information
about how to cope with
the national commotion
of the election, as well as
its impact on students'
physical and mental health.

I attempted to be as informed
as possible for the sake of

making the correct decisions
based on my beliefs and the
facts... It is important to use our
vote to the greatest extent for
accurate representation.

Beesani

said.

For some international
students like freshman
Byeongchan Jeong from
South Korea, the U.S.
election system is hard

The children of assistant professor of political science, Bi Zhao, play with "Go Vote" stickers at the
political science meet-and-greet Oct. 28. Many departments across campus encouraged students
to vote and supported them throughout election week. Photo by Jake Yeager.

Ce/ia Hagey poses with her mailing ballot stub after voting in
the presidential election. Hagey was one of many Whitworth
students who participated in the election by mailing in their
ballots from campus. Photo courtesy of Celia Hagey.

Dr. Megan Hershey,
associate professor in the
political science department,
also recognizes the global
effects of this election.
"If you are a U.S. citizen
and voting for the election,
you have to keep in mind
that you are voting on
behalf of people around the
world. It is not just about
you and your community,
you should think about
what the U.S. does that
affects other countries in
the world," Hershey said.
W h i t w o r t h ' s
international
students
know this all too well.
"Many would think I
shouldn't care that much
since I am not even a
resident of the country, but
as a woman of color and
international student, the

policies that both candidates
supported definitely were
going to indirectly or directly
affect me, " Beesani said.
Amidst the last of the
ballots still being counted
and the possibility that
Trump
could
proceed
with lawsuits against the
election, eyes are now on
president-elect Joe Biden as
he plans for his future as the
leader of the United States.
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Faculty Members Art on Display
Benjamin Gallaway|Staff Photographer

Pieces from five faculty members are dispayed as the most recent exhibit in the Bryan Oliver Gallery. The gallery rotates
exhibits during the year, representing artists both on and off campus.
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Thanking our Military Veterans
Victoria Nietch

J Staff Photographer

The university held its anual Veterans Day ceremony on November 11, honoring those, both past and present, who have
served or are serving in the United States armed services. The ceremony was attened by Representative Cathy McMorris
Rodgers and President Beck Taylor along with students and service members.

o
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Connecting through art during
the pandemic
Denali Herrick |Staff Writer

2020 has been a heartwrenching and lonely
year for people across
the country, including
many Whitworthians. It
started when the state of
Washington reported its
first COVID-19 death
in February, triggering
the
U.S.
economy's
shutdown by mid-March.
The pandemic closed

schools, ended jobs and
put a stop to normal
life. Many have found
that the pandemic has
made finding relational
connections
difficult
due to physical isolation
from
other
people.
One
way
that
Whitworthians
have
been connecting with
each other is through art.

Arabilisis Leah Silvieus'third book and it was released in 2019.
Photo provided by: Leah Silvieus

and show their art in
communicate across those
"I think when people
more accessible ways.
differences is, I think,
feel overwhelmed by the
Whitworth
has expanded
the biggest role of art
world, everybody's going
right now," Gibson said. the Bryan Oliver Gallery
to turn to art, whether
online, and people can
Gibson said artists
that is music or literature
view the senior art exhibit
show themselves through
or visual art. It is not
at the Gallery's blog.
something
Quarantine and
"I think when people feel
that is going
isolation
have
to go away. I
overwhelmed
by
the
world,
also produced an
think
that's
environment where
a
really everybody's going to turn to
people need to be
beautiful
art,
whether
that
is
music
or
creative
in order
testament
J
to
communicate
Iterature or visual art
to the way
and
connect.
that humans
"I
think
that
p r o c e s s
writing allows me to
creative expressions of
different emotions and
feel like I am connected
fear, hope and unity.
different things that are
to the world, even if I
Art challenges the way
affecting them," said
do not really leave my
people
see
different
artist Marissa Gibson,
perspectives
and
helps
a
2020
Whitworth
house," said writer Leah
alum. Gibson's art was
people come together.
Silvieus, an alum from
recently shown in the
Last March, when
Whitworth's class of 2007.
senior
art
Silvieus hosted
exhibit
at
poetry
"I think that writing allows me a
Bryan Oliver
reading
for
to feel like I am conected to the the Whitwoth
Gallery.
Not only
world, even if I do not really leave c o m m u n i t y
has
2020
Zoom
via
been
the
my house"
on Oct. 21
year
of
where she read
COVID-19,
poems
from
but it also has featured
COVID-19
started
her
book
Arabilis.
the Black Lives Matter
disrupting people's ability
Silvieus said that even
movement
and
a
to connect with each other,
though the pandemic
contentious presidential
many theaters, museums
can feel lonely, she is
election - controversial
and exhibits closed to
grateful that it broadens
topics that divide and
the public. However, new
the ways in which
separate people. Art
options surfaced that
people can
connect.
allows people to see
allowed people to view art
Zoom and other online
other's
perspectives
from their homes. Social communication platforms
and experiences during
have
increased this
media platforms have
these challenging times.
year,
allowing
people
allowed
artists
to
"Having a way to
to
connect
safely.
expand their followings

October 16 was the opening night for "Hindsight". There were 27 actors who each created their character to represent 2020 from many different perspectives.
Photo by Kathryn Ludlam

Many creative groups are
using this technology to
share art that they would
usually share in person.
W h i t w o r t h ' s
theater
department
premiered "Hindsight," the
university's first virtual
production, which shows
the power of connection
even as the pandemic forces
people to social distance.
S o p h o m o r e
Abby
Bova,
who
attended "Hindsight" via
Zoom, said that the
saying "the show must
go
on"
is
relevant
to "Hindsight" because the
theater department found
a way to produce the play
during
the
pandemic.
"I think, especially now, it
is important to keep finding
ways to create and value
art, even if that has to be
virtually for nowf Bova said.
"Hindsight" is in the

format of a Zoom therapy
call, during which all the
characters
share
their
pandemic stories. The actors
expressed their experiences
and
feelings
through
singing songs,
playing

and act off them. However,
he said it was "realiy
appropriate for the context
of the show" because trying
to "find each other in this
moment when everything
is mediatized" fit into the
produetion's
theme
of
connection.

"I think, especialy now,
it is important to keep
finding ways to create and
value art, even if that has
to be virtually for now."
music and reading poems;
they connected through art.
The difficulty of producing
this play included the loss
of connection between the
cast members. Director
Andy Christensen said the
actors were performing by
themselves, so they could
not see each other s reactions

T h r o u g h

the process of
participating in
art and theater,
artists
have
also
created
connections with
other
artists.
"It has been really
interesting to me to see
how even the actors are
still trying to make the
connections," said assistant
director Rowenna Nelson.
She said she has found it
rewarding tx> see them be
able to make connections
through the online format.

Silvieus said finding
a
and experiences and she
creative outlet is challenging
hopes that readers enjoy her
because she is busy with
poetry and find something
that resonates with them.
graduate school. "But I
"Anytime
anyone
found that the pandemic
connects with some part
really has kind of forced
of the poem or an image
me to create community
or really feels like there is
in different ways, and so
something that they can
I think I am connecting
identify with within one
a lot more to writers
of my poems, it makes
and reading," she said.
me happy," Silvieus said. .
Silvieus said that she finds
inspiration for her poems
based on her memories

MBBMM—i
Marissa Gibson's art was display? at the recent Graduate Art
Exhibit in Brian Oliver Gallery. Photo by Samantha Holm.
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Tri© NBA Finals:

Opinion on 2020 challenges
Ethan Paxton

| Columnist

The NBA Finals, where the Miami Heat was the
the final two teams battle it lowest-rated NBA Finals
out for the championship series on record according
trophy, have been a must- to Sports Media Watch, an
watch event in years past. organization that tracks
In contrast to the usual
attention that it draws,
this years games received
a far smaller audience.
COVID-19 has caused some
unprecedented
changes
this year, but the pandemic
wasn't the only reason
viewership was affected.

recorded number of viewers
for a finals game was between
the San Antonio Spurs and
the New York Nets in 2003
at 8.95 million. None of the

"With the lack of fans, change
in environment and an asterisk
on the title, many felt that they
could not watch the game in the
same way."

The viewership of this
years NBA Finals between ratings in sports media. Prior
the Los Angeles Lakers and to this years series, the lowest

games this year even managed
to surpass this number,

making it the least viewed
NBA Finals series in history.
This year, the NBA Finals
had an average game viewing
of 7.4 million people, with
the smallest number of
viewers sitting at 5.94 million
for Game 3 and the largest
number at 8.89 million
for Game 5. Viewership
increased markedly (by about
1.5 million) after the Heats
first win against the Lakers,
since most fans expected
the Lakers to blow by the
Heat in the finals. From this
point forward, any game
which the Heat controlled or
won had many more views.
Despite
the
increase
towards the end of the series,

the US. The pandemic was a
serious factor, though. The
fact that the teams played
in a "bubble" changed the
competitive environment for
the players entirely. Season
momentum was also lacking
since these teams had to
take * multiple-month-long
breaks as the NBA tried to
figure out how to conclude
their season. Furthermore,
due to the lack of season
momentum, many felt that
this season could not be
compared to others that have
come before it. Additionally,
with the new regulations
due to the pandemic, the
act of shooting a crucial free
throw in an empty bubble is

"...the act of shooting a crucial
free throw in an empty bubble is
nowhere near the same as doing it
in front of 60,000 screaming fans
while being on the visiting team.."

such as P'ay'ng in a bubble during this year's NBA Finals "NBA
rPlayf?uaoed riq'JeCh,alllen9es
Finals by Paolo Rosa is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

Game 6 still failed to surpass
the 11.7 million people who
tuned in to watch Sunday
Night Football. The Seattle
Seahawks and the Minnesota
Vikings drew in over 2
million more views. For
context, Game 6 of the NBA
Finals last year was watched
by 18.34 million people, over
double the amount this year.
Although the pandemic
made many changes to
sports this year, audience
investment was likely also
affected by the social and
political circumstances in

nowhere near the same as
doing it in front of 60,000
screaming fans while being
on the visiting team. With
the lack of fans, change in
environment and an asterisk
on the title, many felt that
they could not watch the
game in the same way.
Some fans were still ready
for the return to watching
their sports. Then came
another hindrance for many.
The Black Lives Matter
statement written across the
court and the personalized
social justice-themed jerseys
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The NBA Finals is one of the premier sporting events amongst national supporting competitions. This past season dealt with complications due to COVID-19 and
racial tensions in America. "NBA Finals" by Paolo Rosa is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

Though many share the felt this advocacy interfered become too political. The once a week, now viewers
outrage over the killing of with the games themselves, debate does not just exist in have to choose between four
George Floyd and other altering the experience of the NBA, though. The sports playing around the same time.
watching sports. industry overall has suffered The NBA is down, the NFL
horrible
This change in this year, going from a plus is down, the NHL is down
examples
the sports world, 20 favorability rating in 2019 and NCAA football is down.
of racism in
This year the Los Angeles
interrupting the to a minus 10 this year. The
America,
traditions of the tensions are possibly raised as Lakers claimed their 17th
a
large
game,
added a result of COVID-19, as well. title, tying the Boston Celtics
portion of
Although basketball may for most championships
f
r
u
s
t
r
a
tion
audience
for some to be the sport that has drawn in NBA history, and not as
members
an
already the most attention in dealing many people seemed to care.
w e r e
f r u s t r a t i n g with racial injustices, it is not Perhaps this result is due to
deterred
season of life. the only sport that has seen the draining nature of this
f r o m
its ratings plummet since tumultuous year - or perhaps
watching
Though this their return in the wake of the a few different factors. In any
their sport
controversy
is pandemic. This year s Stanley case, many fans are still left
as
they
not a new point Cup Final was the least asking the same question:
witnessed
of
contention, watched since 2007 and golf how long will this last?
the outside
ft
more attention viewership has drastically
w o r l d
was called to it dropped as well. COVID-19
seeping
this year, a few has made the sports market
into
the
game. Many fans stated playoff games even being incredibly saturated. When
that they thought athletes boycotted to protest the sports began coming back,
should be active in political racial injustice in America. they all came back at once.
and social causes, using Interestingly, 39 percent of Instead of watching them
their platforms to speak fans are watching fewer NBA as they come along, viewers
out and fight for truth. The games and 38 percent cite must make decisions. Instead
opposition came when they the issue that the league has of watching different teams

This change in
the sports world,
interrupting the
traditions of the
game, added
frustration
for some to
an already
frustrating
season of life

Have an
interesting
story to share?

Contact The
Whitworthian!
Email the
Editor-inChief:
Kyle Evers
kevers23<a>my.whttworth.edu
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader

Printed by The Wenatchee World

We have reached the end of the road.
As a campus, we have come a long way from the
initial novelty of going to school during a pandem
ic. The somewhat thrilling uncertainty of what we
were about to face has worn off over the course
of three and a half months of grueling hard work,
separation from our loved ones and the simple
weariness brought on by the ever-increasing grey of
winter. Through it all, we have risen to the challenge
with determination, grit and grace for one another.
As recent events have shown, though, we still
have a long road ahead of us. So many conversa
tions remain to be had - conversations that will
in no way be easy. They will challenge us to look
beyond the safety of our own preconceived bubble,
to think critically about who we are and what we
represent. More importantly, these conversations
will help us to grow. We have faced an unprecedent
ed amount of challenges these past few months,
gaining much in the process, but we still have such
a long way to go.
We as the editorial board first and foremost want
to thank each one of you. Without your voices,
without your stories, there is no Whitworthian. It
is our joy and honor to be your voice on campus, to
collect and display the history of Whitworth so the
generations to come may glean a small glimpse of
the importance of events that have shaped our conimunity. However, we know that much work still
needs to be done in the coming semester. Our goal,
our promise, is to maintain the historical continuity
of our community while contributing to the hard
conversations in a manner that promotes positive
dialogue and action. We promise to be the voice of
all students at Whitworth to the upmost of our abil
ity. We will stumble, fall short and occasionally use
an oxford comma here or there, but we will always
be your voice. Have a safe and happy holiday. Here
is to a brighter new year.

responses to articles or issues of interest to
the Whitworth community. Send letters to
kevers23@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.

This editorial represents the opinion of the Whitwor
thian Editorial Board.
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Conversations on Hard Topics
NOTI FROM rHE EDITORS
The end of the semester has brought with it an unfortunate and defining event.
In the final weeks of this semester, a new conversation has begun, with a charged livestream chat during a Core 250 lecture about W.E.B. Du Bois. This event has led to a number
of student opinions being expressed both publicly and privately.
As the voice of Whitworth University's student body, we, the editorial board of the Whitwor
thian, feel the responsibility to make space for your voices to be heard.
Tlie following column includes the views of a handful of Whitworth students not affiliated
with The Whitworthian. The opinions expressed in guest columns are inherently slanted to
ward a specific view and do not represent Whitworth's entire student body. Neither do they
represent the official stance of The Whitworthian.
This column may include language and/or references that may be uncomfortable for some
readers. We have chosen to publish the offensive and antiquated term from the Core 250 lec
ture referenced above, unredacted, according to the Associated Press stylebook which states
that the word should only be used "in rare quotations when essential."
If you would like your voice to be heard regarding this issue or any other, please submit
a letter to the editor via our website.
Munya Fashu-Kanu, ju
nior, co-president of Black
Student Union

If Whitworth wants to
become a safe space for
its Black, Indigenous, and
POC (BIPOC) students,
faculty, staff and commu
nity members, it needs to be
fully committed to becom
ing anti-racist and actively
combatting against racism.
It needs to address the cam
pus culture - a culture that
allows for racial insensitivity to go overlooked, which
is constantly hurting—and
being corrected by—Whit
worth's BIPOC members.
Numerous instances of microaggressions suffered by
BIPOC students and alumni
have been recorded, many
of them either transferring
or graduating feeling like
their experiences while at
Whitworth were ignored.
Black students are re
questing that the commu
nity not ignore our call for
racial sensitivity. Whether
it be at Whitworth or else
where, many Black students
have been called the N word

in disparaging and trau
matizing ways. That fact,
paired with the awareness
of the constant oppression
that Black people have faced
and continue to face, often
makes it uncomfortable for
us when having to navigate
white spaces, where we have
to deal with the fear of hav
ing our experiences invali
dated, being targeted, being
discriminated against, or
even being verbally or phys
ically attacked by non-Black
people. Having to hear
the N word—or anything
similar—being said by nonBlack people in any context
brings back a lot of those
feelings of inferiority and
discomfort, and we don't
deserve that, especially not
in our classrooms.
'Black' is an identity that
we have reclaimed, and we
protectively embrace it. We
are not objects that hap
pen to be the color black, so
please include the capital
ized B and the word 'peo
ple'. We are people who
have claimed and will pro
tect the Black identity. Thus,
we are Black people.

Sanjay Phillip, senior

I believe that thelecturer's
intermittent use of the term
"Negro" as contextually de
scribed/qualified by W.E.B.
Du Bois was not the main
issue in entirety, although
the term's problematic na
ture provided the setting
for one individual's racialized viewsto be injected into
a livestreamed Whitworth
event (an individual some
have perceived to be acting
in bad faith). This person
was asked by his peers and
aWhitworth chat moderator
to cease commenting and to
conduct himself with greater
respect for BIPOC, in a way
that is more sympathetic to
their unique realities.
So, in my opinion, the
foremost issue that cata
lyzed public backlash was
specifically that of one
student's agitating com
ments— a clear execution
of racialized baiting. These
comments denied the reality
that a Black person would
be more apt to determine
whether a term, that refer

ences their identity, is harm
ful to them. It is a personal
evaluation that could not
be made by someone out
side of the Black popula
tion. Others may agree with
a Black person's personal
evaluation, but they cannot
supplant a personal black
evaluation merely with a
non-black perspective.
The university's response
inadequately and inaccu
rately reflects the actual
state of affairs as they de
veloped by using language
that can be interpreted to be
pacifying the outcry rather
than being linguistically
neutral while taking real
events seriously. It could
even be interpreted as tacitly
enabling racialized baiting
because the consequences
of such comments (within
a livestreamed event) were
not addressed with specific
ity. Instead, the university
opted for a watered-down
disavowal of the incident's
negative reception in a
way that disguises the pri
mary concern. Generaliz
ing this incident into vague
dialogue minimizes it and
even risks inflating and nor
malizing the type of views
which Whitworth claims to
safeguard BIPOC from in its
inclusive and diverse space.
Whitworth professes to as
pire towards courageous
conversations. Can anyone
honestly hold that their re
sponse reflects this goal?
Lorna Hernandez Jarvis,
Chief Diversity Officer &
Associate Vice President,
Diversity, Equity, Inclusion
Gregor A. Thuswaldner,
Provost

The incident in Core

250 last Wednesday had ev
ery opportunity to become
an important learning ex
perience for all. Sadly, it
missed the mark in a num
ber of important and disap
pointing ways which caused
many students to feel of
fended and hurt. We sin
cerely apologize for the hurt
and pain experienced by our
Black students. Although we
wish we could say that these
experiences of feeling mar
ginalized were isolated in
cidents among our students
of color, we painfully recog
nize that this is not the case
even in light of our efforts to
create an inclusive commu
nity. We strive together for
something better. With hu
mility, we recognize that as
a community we must en
gage in examining ourselves
and identifying the steps we
must take in this journey so
we can get it right.
The Core 250 instruction
al team is working within
the parameters of the class to
address the issues that arose
on Wednesday. The admin
istration in collaboration
with the faculty is working
on making the curriculum
more inclusive. We are also
taking steps to provide more
training and support for
faculty on inclusive peda
gogy. We are implementing
programs to help staff and
students develop tools to
engage across differences in
respectful and productive
ways allowing for the flour
ishing of learning for all.
Together, we press onward
toward realizing the com
munity we all seek to be and
sustain at Whitworth - one
that recognizes the inher
ent value and worth of all
people.
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Virtual Learning Can Hurt
Rachel Wilson |Staff Writer

I have severe ADHD.
Sometimes
I
am
unable
to
function.
I find it hard to get out of
bed or do laundry, on top
of classwork — especially
in the age of online
exams, Zoom classes
and decreased personal
interaction. I feel like
I'm constantly working
and still turning in half
of my assignments late.
These conditions are
unsustainable, and
I
know I am not alone.
As we approach final
exam season, the stress
is different this year. The
situation can be much
more damaging for those
with learning disorders,
mental illnesses or other

Photo by Benjamin Gallaway.

five classes, each with
COVID-19, can also be
Even if someone knows
disabilities. It can be
an hour or more of
hurt by the structure of
exactly what they need
especially harmful to those
homework per night.
online learning if they
to accommodate their
with financial constraints
Ronald Jacobson, Ph.D.,
are already dealing with
enhanced or caused by learning disability, access
Dean of the Whitworth
to it is not guaranteed. food or home insecurity.
the current pandemic.
School of Education, says,
Many students are left
The system by which
According to Learning
"Sometimes it's about
Disabilities
Even
if
someone
know^s
extictly
to
pay
rent
giving [students] a break,
Association
America,
what they need to accommodate and tuition. saying, 'Lets adjust this
of
or extend the deadline.'"
The costs
l e a r n i n g
their
learning
disability,
access
to
it
of
the
However,
professors
disabilities
still
need
to
challenge
technology
"interfere with
is not guaranteed.''
their students to do their
required
the acquisition
best. Jann Leppien, Ph.D.,
to even attend class via
we label people who
and development of"
Margo Long Chair of
Zoom,
which
needs
a
need
accommodations
some skills like "oral
Gifted Education, says,
higher bandwidth to work,
often seems legalistic
language,
reading,
"I think our message
have only increased stress.
and out of touch.
written language, and
mathematics."
The
Whitworths Educational
Although Whitworth
has been to provide as
LDA says that learning
Support
Services
has access to emergency
much grace as possible,
disabilities are often
provides
academic
funds through the CARES
but also to continue to
misdiagnosed as other
accommodations
such
Act
(the
emergency
set high expectations
conditions and can even
as
exam
proctoring
federal economic relief
while
supporting
go completely undetected. and giving students the
program for businesses,
student
learning."
ability to record lectures.
individuals
and
When changing an
[However, they only
institutions), Whitworth
assignment or extending
rant accommodations
officials only alerted
a deadline, the goal of our
or students who
Whitworth
u
rovide
medical
the goal of our Whitworth education
ocumentation
is still to
f
a
disability.
education is still to acquire acquire
the
This
to
tills to
learn,. 3S
as Well
well as tO skills
t0 learn
continues ifhurt the skllls
learn, as well
students who come
gather knowledge."
as to gather
om low-income
knowledge.
ackgrounds,
Adjustments
ho may not have
the student body of
need
to
balance
ealth
insurance
this money once. This
student
responsibility
|or the resources to
information was given
and student welfare.
see
the
specialists
in May, two months
According to Leppien,
required in order to
after the CARES Act
"When an instructor
et
documentation
was passed and students
or professor designs a
l°f
a
disability. were ordered to vacate
course, one should think
Students from such
the
residence
halls.
very carefully about
ackgrounds, including
During this semester,
how we're designing
hose who have lost
like most others, many
the output that you will
employment due to
students
are
taking
do." When access can
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be such a difficult fight
for so many students,
professors should look
to make changes to the
nature of their courses
to give students the best
chance at displaying the
knowledge they have
learned, possibly by
changing the format of
an assignment or exam.
Some students can
feel like they are not
even noticed by their
professors. "Be bold.
Jump
in,"
Jacobson
recommends. Getting lost
on our phones, putting
headphones in, turning
our cameras off or zoning
out can seem all too easy.
However, an unhealthy
and
unproductive
learning
environment
can be created as a result.

recording and Rev lets
you get a professional
As Whitworth students,
financial
or
mental
transcription.
we want to feel seen by our
hardship, or a stressful
For time management:
instructors. We want to
home environment. Such
Do It (Tomorrow), a
know that professors care
information can cue
simple to-do list maker.
when we're struggling.
professors into better ways
You can move today's
We pay high prices, and
of serving their students.
uncompleted tasks to
tomorrow with a swipe.
"Getting lost on our phones,
For
text-to-speech:
Voice Dream Reader,
putting headphones in, turning
a $9.99 text-to-speech
our cameras off or zoning out can
reading tool that supports
PDFs
and
ebooks.
seem all too easy."
For
mental
health
problems: Daylio, a mood
management app that
Thankfully, the year
for what? For a small,
allows you to track your
is 2020. Students who
personal
education
habits and your moods. I
need learning aids can
of mind and heart.
find it helpful for alerting
tune into their phones.
Jacobson says "It's
myself to a potential
Leppien
recommends
asking students how
depressive episode and
the
following
apps: keeping me accountable
they're doing, not just
For
audio
transcriptions
cursory, but actually
for my health habits.
and recording: Otter
getting to know your
MyLife
Meditation,
and Rev. Otter uses
students."
Professors
which has breathing and
AI to transcribe while
may learn about trauma,
grounding exercises to

promote mindfulness of
how you're feeling when
you get overwhelmed,
can also be helpful.
We can't all keep track
of everything we need
to do, how well we're
taking care of ourselves,
and how we're feeling,
but luckily a ton of apps
exist that can help you
keep your life together.
We're all struggling some of us more than
others. Right now we
should understand that
we all need something
different to succeed, to
keep going. If you're
struggling, reach out. Let's
take care of each other.
Let's protect the crew.
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USAS demands change from Sodexo
Rachel Ayers |News Editor

Sodexo employees serve students their meal during lunchtime. Co-facilitator Christine Chen said that the club based their demands after the reoccurring themes
some Sodexo employees talked about to USAS. These demands include eliminating swipes per week for student meal plans, giving Sodexo employees opportunities
for advancement and allowing for chefs to have greater freedom over dish, as well as requiring equal pay for employees with disabilities. Photo by Seth Baluca.

Senior Christine Chen
Whitworth's chapter of
is a co-facilitator for
the United Students Against
Sweatshops
continues
Whitworth's chapter as well
campaigning for Sodexo
as the International USAS
to prioritize both students
representative.
She said
and workers. Since the
that the club leadership
clubs
first
campaign"spoke to many Sodexo
specific Instagram post on
workers" to hear their
Nov. 14 with USAS's four
experiences. The club then
demands for Sodexo, the
decided to focus in on the
club has worked to promote
top four issues mentioned
the cause. Now, USAS is
by
those
employees.
preparing for an upcoming
"We
are
bringing
meeting with President
awareness to these issues
Beck Taylor and other
because we have heard a
members of Whitworth
lot of similar complaints
Leadership on Dec. 16.
regarding
these
issues
USASs four demands
with Sodexo and want to
include eliminating swipes
push them to do better
per week for student meal
for their people and
plans,
giving
Sodexo
community," Chen said.
employees
opportunities
According to Chen,
for advancement, allowing
USAS
at
Whitworth
chefs to have greater
started conversations about
freedom over dishes, as well
challenging Sodexo during
as requiring equal pay for
the spring of 2020. Gonzaga
employees with disabilities.
University's
chapter
of

USAS was campaigning
on their Sodexo services
at
the
same
time.

"We knew that worker's
rights were at stake and
when
COVID-19
hit,

c<

We are bringing awareness
to these issues because we
have heard a lot of similar
complaints regarding these
issues with Sodexo and
want to push them to do
better for their people and
. »
community.
Jessica

Najera.

r rs ,the

dub
club as m the position
of

community outreach.

Sodexo e

hard ^

l

to turn around and find
ways to provide for their

families. Emotionally and
financially, we were hit hard
and had to speak up for our
community,"
immediate
Najera-Martinez
said.
Freshman Sierra Van
Der Pol started working
at Sodexo as a service line
assistant at the beginning
of the semester. While
working alongside many
staff members who have
been employed by the
company for years, Van Der
Pol has heard the opinions
of some fellow co-workers.
"I've heard some of the
cooks say that they would
like to be able to have more
say in what they make," Van
Der Pol said. "They want
the food to be of better
quality, but that just isnt
possible with the current
system. I've also spoken to
people who have worked
there for years but have not
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been promoted or received
raises for their hard work.
There should be more
room for upward mobility."
Other than the upcoming
meeting with Whitworth
leadership, Sodexo has not
done much in response to
their demands,
according
to
USASs leaders
at a general
meeting hosted
over Zoom on
Dec. 3. During
that meeting,
attendents
went through
a
workshop
excercise
on
how to prepare for meetings
with
administration.
In an email from
Nov. 24, Sodexo general
manager Megan Helm
addressed the demands.
Relating to the first
demand about eliminating

swipes per week for
student meal plans, Helm
stated that this years meal
plans "were negotiated by
Whitworth and Sodexo
using student input, expert
input and historical data."
Addressing the second

Helm further listed
numerous career training
and
advancement
opportunities
as
well
as
competitive
wages
and
excellent
benefits
for
team
members.
She also said that
Sodexo chefs
"follow tested
and
proven
n a t i o n a l
menus"
that
they
can
"customize
to suit the
individual
needs at each
campus."
Finally,
Helm addressed the last
point about equal pay for
employees with disabilities.
"We
have
received
numerous awards for our
diversity and inclusion
programs and provide
many resources for our

I've heard from some of the
cooks that they would like to be
able to have more say in what
they make...
demand that Sodexo gives
employees
opportunities
for advancement, Helm
said that as a company,
Sodexo is "committed to
helping our team members
succeed both personally
and
professionally."

Whitworth's chapter of USAS began to first think about a plan to campaign Sodexo in the spring
of 2020. During that time, Gonzaga University's chapter of USAS was also conducting a similar
campaign against Sodexo service on their campus. Photo by Seth Baluca.

According to Sodexo general manager, Megan Helm, this year's
meal plans "were negotiated by Whitworth and Sodexo using
student input, expert input and historical data"
Photo by Seth Baluca.

team members to network
professionally and grow
within
their
careers
including specific groups
dedicated to providing
resources for those with
disabilities, Latinos, and
those who have served in
the military," Helm said.
Equal pay for employees
with disabilities was a
topic that raised specific
discussion
on
USASs
Instagram page. In response
to a comment on their
initial Nov. 14 post, USAS
referred to a regulation
enacted by the Washington
State Department of Labor
and Industries, in which
employers can paya disabled
worker less than minimum
wage if they can "show
the wage rate is justified."
The
Washington
Administrative
Code
defines a worker with a
disability as "an individual
whose earning capacity is
impaired by age or physical
or mental deficiency or

injury for the work he
or she is to perform."
Moving forward, USAS
continues to promote its
demands for Sodexo as
it prepares to meet with
Whitworth
leadership.
As stated by Na)eraMartinez, the club is
motivated
to
"bring
awareness to these issues
because we feel like our
community is suffering."
USAS
continues
to
encourage students to act
by listing the four demands
on suggestion cards for the
suggestion box in the dining
hall as well as by filling
out the online suggestion
form on Sodexos website.
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Construction Work Continues
Benjamin Gailaway|Staff Photographer

Construction teams continue to make progress on the future Health Sciences Building being built on the site of the former
facilities center. The project is set to conclude in early spring of 2022.

Whitworth University'
Health Sciences Buildin:

WATKIR

WHITWORTH
IWVSftSiTV
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A Christmas Tradition Returns
Seth Baluca| Staff Photographer

Students and staff gather on the loop for the annual Christmas tree lighting event at the beginning of the month. The event
marks one of the many traditions at Whitorth aimed at creating a sense of normalcy during the pandemic that has caused
many changes to the everyday life of students and faculty.
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Zooming Through the School Year:
The Experience of FLEX Students
Samantha Holm |Staff Writer
Forty-five of these students
While remote learning
were first-years, 17 were
cannot
fully
supplant
transfers and 162 were
in-person classes, many
second-years and above.
Whitworthians made this
With a handful of students
sacrifice for the safety of
working completely online,
themselves, peers, and
the university must ensure
family
members.
This
that
these members of
choice was made possible
the
community
can stay
through WhitworthFLEX
engaged. This task is the
(WhitFLEX), a learning
responsibility of political
model that students can
science major Victoria
tailor to their individual
Viloudaki, a sophomore.
circumstances
and
Viloudaki
has
been
comfortability. The Office
the WhitFLEX
Student
of
Academic
Affairs
Representative for ASWU
reported that a total of 224
students notified the office
since
October,
after
of their decision to take
running for the position
classes completely online
uncontested in September.
"My job involves a lot of
before fall semester began.

reaching out to those who
are FLEXing to see if they
need any help either with
the communication from
Residence
Life
& Housing or
ASWU," she said.
Part
of
Viloudaki's
responsibilities
i n v o l v e
communicating
with WhitFLEX
students
and
troubleshooting
problems that they
have. The most
serious complication that
Viloudaki shared was that
Residence Life 8c Housing

was permitting students
to congregate in the
dormitory rooms of absent
WhitFLEX Students. The

& Housing representative
and solved it instantly.
Because of the quick
resolution of this problem,
Viloudaki
said,
"I don't think
there are any
real weaknesses
[with the FLEX
program] because
any difficulties that
have come up have
been
addressed
thoroughly,
a c c u r a t e l y
and
quickly."
A l t h o u g h
minimal logistical issues
have presented themselves
thus far, WhitFLEX students
are faced with significant
mental obstacles. In a study
conducted by Best Colleges,
nearly half of the remote
learnerssurveyed reported
difficulties in maintaining
motivation.
For
many
WhitFLEX
students,
a lack of motivation
correlates to no in-person
classroom
interactions.
"It s incredibly difficult to
stay motivated, especially
because I am a peopledriven person," said firstyear Jonah Castruccio.
"Being in my room by
myself most of the time
makes it really hard to focus
on what I'm working on."
Castruccio is conducting
his studies from his home
in Washougal, Washington.
Four out of his five classes
meet on Zoom, so he
spends most of his weekdays
attending class or churning

"Its incredibly difficult to stay
motivated, especially because
I am a people-driven person
... Being in my room by myself
most of the time makes it really
hard to focus on what I'm
working on »»
moment that this issue was
reported to Viloudaki, she
contacted a Residence Life

\Nhi\FLEX Student Demographics
Transfer Students

First-Year Students

Other*

second-years and above
Be^0i^a" Semesterty9an<224 students decided to take course content remotely. 45 were first-vears 17 were
and 162 were second-years and above. Data provided by the Registrar's Office. Image by Samartha Holm
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Thanksgiving Break. After
recommendations
from
public
health
officials,
the university decided
that students choosing
to return home must
complete fall semester
remotely. In addition, the
CDC recommends people
limit travel to prevent
exposure to COVID-19,
especially because holiday
gatherings increase the risk
of contracting the virus.
After an extended winter
break, if circumstances
permit, some WhitFLEX
students will return to
campus for Jan Term,
while others will postpone
their return until spring
semester. The same learning
opportunities
provided
during the fall will be open
to students in the spring.

As cases continue to
rise in Washington state,
Whitworth
University
remains committed to
students'
comfort
and
safety. As of November
23, COVID-19 cases in
Spokane
County
have
climbed to 15,074. Despite
this, the vigilance of the
Whitworth
community
has formed a protective
bubble around campus.
While Spokane County
cases surge, Whitworth
has only reported 25 total
cases as of November 20.
"This FLEX model is
working," said Viloudaki.
"It's better than anyone
would
have
expected,
and it's just getting better
with
more
practice."

Off-campus or on-campus, the WhithworthFLEX model allows students to tailor their learning
experience to their comfortability and individual circumstances. Photo by Benjamin Galloway

out assignments. While
the layout of his classes are
straightforward and his
professors are gracious,
Castruccio
admitted
that maintaining focus is
still a constant struggle.
The same study
found that along
with
mental
fatigue,
remote
college students are
showing an upward
trend in anxiety and
depression
rates.
Low-income college
students have the
additional concern
of reduced access
to housing and internet.
In general, the concerns of
most college students amid
COVID-19 are grades,
credits and loss of income.
Despite the challenges that
remote learning presents,
many WhitFLEX students
have enjoyed the flexibility
the learning model offers.

Political science major
Madison
Vierra,
a
sophomore, is taking her
classes from her home in
Maui, Hawaii. Because
of the time difference,
Vierra attends her classes

take a full course load while
working a part-time job."
Not only do students
enjoy taking agency over
their schedule, but some
feel
more
comfortable
working at home. Instead
of creating feelings
of alienation from
ones community,
distance
learning
affords
some
students
the
opportunity
of
working in a pleasant
and
supportive
environment. One
of these students
is
instrument
performance major Gustavo
Berho, a junior. "I felt like
an alien creature in the
Whitworth community, so
I feel more comfortable and
confident at home," he said.
As fall semester draws
to a close, some oncampus students prepare
to
return
home
for

This FLEX model is
working. It s better than
anyone would have
expected, and its just getting
better with more practice."
scheduled for 8:00 a.m.
PST at 6:00 a.m. HAST.
While this situation initially
presented challenges for her,
Vierra's remote experience
has been positive overall.
"The program is really
flexible, so you can work on
your own time," she said.
"Now that Tm home, I can

Victoria Viloudaki ran for WhitFLEX Student Representative in
September and won the position in October. Her responsibilities
involve communicating with WhitFLEX students.
Photo provided by Viloudaki
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Students celebrate various holidays
in upcoming winter break
Angel Stacey |Staff Writer
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Each night of Hanukkah, a new candle is tit on the nine-branched Menorah, which means "lamp"
in Hebrew. Photo Credit-."Hanukkah menorah" by skpy is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

With
winter
break
approaching,
students

1

=i

]ohnsons family honors
her mothers heritage
by practicing the Jewish
holiday
Hanukkah.
My
moms
entire

respectively
out
of
respect for my extended
are looking forward
family," Johnson said.
to celebrating various
This respect is deeply
traditions during their
rooted in the hardships
time off. While
that have been
Christmas may
required
to
We have this tradition
be a popularly
preserve
the
celebrated
because we want to
Jewish
faith.
holiday in the
acknowledge the hardships "We
have
United
States,
this
tradition
the
diversity
they had to go through
because we want
of Whitworth's
to acknowledge
in
order
to
protect
their
student
body
the
hardships,
means
that
traditions, like Hanukkah » they
had to
s t u d e n t s
go through in
come
from
order to protect
various
backgrounds
family is Jewish. None
their traditions, like
that celebrate winter
of my family necessarily
Hanukkah. My great aunt
holidays other than, or in
believes in the Jewish faith
and uncle were in Poland
addition to, Christmas.
but we practice Jewish
during the Holocaust
Sophomore
Abbie
holidays like Hanukkah
and had to fight hard to

keep their traditions. So,
we mainly do it out of
respect and recognition,"
Johnson
said.
This year, Hanukkah
begins on Dec. 10. The
holiday is celebrated for
eight days and stands for
rededication of the temple
of Jerusalem. During
Hanukkah, families will
set up a menorah, which is
an eight-pronged candle
holder that represents the
eight days of Hanukkah.
"Every night we light
the menorah. If you were
to celebrate Hanukkah as
your primary holiday, you
would typically get a gift
every night. So, we light
the menorah and then

we would give someone
a gift. We would also play
dreidel," Johnson said.
A dreidel is a small foursided spinning top that
has a different Hebrew
letter on each side. The
Dreidel is traditionally
played
by
children
during Jewish festivals
for Hanukkah. The letters
on the sides form an
acronym that translates to
"a great miracle happened
there."
This
miracle
refers to the rededication
of the Second Temple
in
Jerusalem,
which
occurred
after
the
Maccabean revolt against
the Seleucid Empire.
Kwanzaa is another

The kinara, which means "candle" in Swahili, holds seven can
dles that represent the Seven Principles of Kwanzaa
Photo Credit: "The Seven Principles of Kwanzaa" by soulchrist
mas is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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A group ot students decorated the dining hall last year to celebrate Chinese N e w Year and share
their culture. Photo provided by Gloria Liu

tradition/'Kinara means
celebration
that
a specific way, starting
candle in Swahili and
occurs
around
the
with the black candle in
there are seven candles.
time of Christmas and
the center of the kinara,
Each candle represents
and then lighting the
Hanukkah. The holiday,
the Seven Principles,"
rest from left to right.
which takes place from
Njoku
said.
The
Seven
The lighting of each
Dec. 26 to Jan. 1, is an
Principles are unity, selfcandle corresponds to the
African
American
determination, collective
principle being discussed
holiday that celebrates
work,
responsibility,
that day and time is spent
heritage and honors
contemplating
traditional
meaning.
its
African
values.
I love being able to
The
candles
F r e s h m a n
celebrate
Kwanzaa
with
my
of
the kinara
Adaeze
Njoku's
are
colored
red,
family celebrates family. We usually will have
green
and
black,
Kwanzaa with a
a big meal, spend time with the colors of the
big meal. "I love
being able to friends and family. We also pan-African flag,
as well as the
celebrate Kwanzaa
light
our
kinara
daily.
symbolic colors
with my family.
of the holiday.
We usually will
The
black
candle
c o o p e r a t i v e
have a big meal, spend
symbolizes
the
African
economics,
purpose
time with friends and
people, the red, their
creativity
and
faith.
family. We also light our
struggles and the green,
During the week of
kinara daily," Njoku said.
the hope that comes
Kwanzaa, a new candle
Similar to Hanukkah,
after these struggles.
is lit each day. The
the
candles
have
Some students celebrate
significant meaning to the candles must be lit in

a different type of New
Year, such as Chinese
New Year. This holiday
is based on the Chinese
lunar
calendar
and
typically falls between
January and February.
This
year,
Chinese
New Year is on Feb. 12.
Gloria Liu, a junior,
celebrates Chinese New
Year with her family.
Chinese New Year is
traditionally a time to
honor household and
heavenly deities as well
as the family's ancestors.
It is also a time when
families come together
to have a big meal.
"Every Chinese New
Year, we would decorate
our house with door
pictures and fu (blessings)

characters around the
house to have blessings.
My parents would also
decorate the house with
red lanterns and give
us red envelopes filled
with money on the first
day of the Chinese New
Year, and we will eat a lot
of good food," said Liu.
Like
the
Johnson
family's desire to uphold
family heritage, Liu's
family wishes to carry
on their family's culture
and traditions. "It is
important to maintain the
heritage and twhe culture
of the traditions. [It is
also a] time to reunite
with families and share
blessings for each other
for the year," said Liu.

Members of the Whitworth community celebrated the upcom
ing Christmas season at the Christmas tree lighting ceremony
on Nov. 30. Photo by Benjamin Galloway
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A battle between mental health and routine
Luke Schwartz|Sports Editor

"I gained a lot of weight,
Nothing is
normal, men's basketball team.
For the time being, "Everything we do right I ended up just kind of
Division III sports have nowisforanunknowngoal. dwelling on that stuff a
come to a complete A question mark, really, lot more, like I wasn't
halt.
The
practices,
Sports
consistently playing a whole lot. We
playing.
We
conditioning, and team involve physical matches weren't
weren't
working
out.
We
bonding have shifted gears between two opposing
into a new direction - an teams, but during the couldn't, because COVID
unexpected direction that
the biggest battle kind of completely ripped
requires reshaping the way has been between players it out," said Magrane.
Over
the
summer,
that the Pirates prepare, and their minds. Campbell
and
his
enjoy and process athletics. Magrane,
sophomore Magrane
teammates
started
to
pitcher
on
Whitworth's
"The journey is just a
notice
something.
"Unless
lot harder right now," said baseball team, felt the
JT McDermott, junior mental struggles early we have a plan or a goal
forward on Whitworth's when the pandemic hit. or something like that, it's

Jan. 11,2020, sophomore forward JT McDermott leans into a Lewis & Clark defender to try and draw
the foul to add onto his career night in the Fieldhouse with 14 points and 10 rebounds.
Photo by Abby Dent

were
kind of hard to want to get
Their findings
up and continue to be a impressive. They found
found
college athlete and do the that most participants felt
things when you have no mental distress after the
idea if there is
o u t c o m ee
)
the
an end goal."
"There s a lot of
pandemic.
The NCAA
Q£ pressure 0n
40% of all
R. e s e a r c h
Organization them tO perform parti
participants
fplt aa lark
felt
lack of
of
team
h
weJ| jn school, tO
motivation,
the
ground
21%
running once perform well on and
felt
stress
COVID wiped
the court. And and anxiety.
out all chances
of
sports then you throw L a s t l y ,
13%
felt
continuing
in
a
pandemic,
depression
in the spring
of
2020.
where it makes or sadness.
They started
F
o
r
their sport,
the
NCAA
reference,
Studentsomething that 40%
of
A t h l e t e
3 7 , 0 0 0
was a constant athletes is
COVID-19
W e i l - B e i n g in their life, very 14,800 - o r
the
entire
^ 1 u d y >
nnrprtnin"
designed
to
Uncertain
student
examine the
body
of
impact
of
Whitworth
the COVID-19 pandemic multiplied
by
six.
on
student-athletes' Communication between
current
physical
and coaches
and
athletic
mental health. The NCAA training staff was extremely
Research
Organization crucial for athletes in the
joined
alongside
the study. At Whitworth,
NCAA Sport Science assistant athletic trainer
Institution
and
three Sarah Cummings, who
national SAAC governing oversees daily duties of
bodies to reach out to the athletic training room,
37,000 NCAA athletes, facilitating rehabs for
including over 33% at athletes and precepting for
the Division III level. athletic training students,
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Nov. 14,2019, Rowan Anderson squares up at the free throw line in pre-season matchup against
the Golden Knights of Cal Lutheran. Photo by Abby Dent

athletes and precepting for
athletic training students,
understands that times are
tough for student-athletes.
"There's a lot of pressure
on them to perform well
in school, to perform well
on the court. And then
you throw in a pandemic,
where it makes their
sport, something that
was a constant in their
life, very uncertain," said
Cummings. "It has hit a
lot of them really hard."
On an average day,
Cummings sees over
30-50
athletes
based
on appointment due to
COVID protocols, keeping
her busy and keeping
her athletes on routine.
Many athletes try to
stick to set routines, but
COVID has disregarded
all such routines. Rowan
Anderson, junior point

guard on Whitworth's
In the past, teams, as
mens basketball team well as individual players,
has felt a struggle for have worked toward a
motivation
at
times, common goal - either
"Whatever you had for championships or

"Mental health wise, we don't
even know if we're going to have a
season and we're working out two
hours a day. What's the motivation
to workout if you don't think
you're going to have a season?
achievements
planned can be easily personal
but
this
year,
the end
said
interrupted,"
Anderson. We may have goal is unclear. Athletes
plans to work- out, but a are working towards
unknown
future.
teammate gets sick and an
"Mental
health
wise,
we
now we have to quarantine
for one to two days. There don't even know if we're
is no set schedule anymore going to have a season
and it's tough when there's and we're working out
not a lot we can rely on. two hours a day," said
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McDermott. "What's the the ongoing struggles
motivation to work out of dealing with mental
if you don't think you're health and figuring out
going to have a season?" a
consistent
routine,
Not only are the players players still find
a
impacted by COVID, way to stay positive.
but Division III varsity
"If we're at practice, and
sports cuts have gone we're all together, we might
up by nearly 20% in the as well have fun," said
last decade. According to Anderson. "I would say it's
HoopDirt.com, an inside a little goofier than it would
look on college sports be if it was a normal season
news, facts and rumors, at the practice sometimes."
nearly all fall sports were
Right
now,
sports
postponed or cancelled look
different.
They
due to COVID -19, and will for a while with
some schools cut certain the complications that
varsity teams altogether. athletes are fighting
The number of Division building positivity and
III
contests
required ways to push forward in
to
make
conference a time when motivation
championships
and takes more than the
sponsorships was lowered physical act of getting up
by 33% for all sports for the and going out the door.
spring of 2021. According
"We just have to
to NCAA.org, over 85% continue to look further
of sports administrative into the future. Just keep
faculty at the Division III our heads up and don't
level voted for reduced dwell on it," said Magrane.
scheduling this upcoming
year. Although this choice
boosts the chance of an
actual season for athletes,
the same amount of work
Have an
for less competition does
interesting
not compare to last season.
story to share?
"The season like we did
last year, right? The journey
was incredible, like going
to the Sweet 16. It was an
Contact The
up and down season, but
Whitworthian!
even looking back on it,
at least personally, you're
grateful for it, because
Email the
of everything you got to
Editor-indo and how far you came
Chief:
from the beginning to the
end," said McDermott.
"Whereas now, we don't
Kyle Evers
know where the end is.
We don't know what the
kevers23<a>my.whitworth.edu
end is, or even an idea."
Between

Preside* Beck Taylor joins;other members of the Whitworth community for this year's Turkey Trot, while giving the
hooks up hand signal before the race. Photo by: Benjamin Gallaway
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Hie Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization composed entirely of
students which produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and thewhitworthian.news.

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant information in an
innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while informing, entertaining and provid
ing a forum for expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published monthly, except during January and
student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college administration
does not review the newspapers content. Opinions and ideas expressed in The Whitworthi
an are those of the individual artists, writers and student editors, and do not necessarily re
ject the views of the Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through adver
tising and subscription revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual creators and
not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its staff.

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and expression as
guaranteed in the Rrst Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
www.thewhitworthian.com

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about
the fairness or accuracy of a story, send an
email to kevers23@my.whitworth.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader
responses to articles or issues of interest to
the Whitworth community. Send letters to
kevers23@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.

SPRING STAFF 2021
Editor-in-Chief: Kyle Evers
Advertising Manager: Trey McDowell
Arts & Culture Editor: Esther Brown
Copy Chief: Cienna Dumaoal
Design Editor: Ellie DuPont
Asst. Design Editor: Bekah Blanchard
News Editor: Rachel Ayres
Opinions Editor: Nicole Harris
Photo Editor: Jake Yeager
Sports Editor: Luke Schwartz
Asst. Sports Editor: Katelyn McLean
Adviser: Dr. Erica Salkin
Photo Adviser: Kirk Hirota
Printed by: Coeur dAlene Press

Spring is on the horizon.
As we wait with bated breath for spring to
officially arrive, some tentative expectation waits
in the wings. There appears to be some light
at the end of this COVID-ridden tunnel. As
spring brings new life, a breath of fresh air and
the changing of the seasons, it also serves as a
reminder. There is still work to be done, stories
to be told, action to be taken.
February 26 was Student Press Freedom Day,
meaning that we here at The Whitworthian en
joyed a slight rush of giddiness to the head. We
newspaper people can tend to get a bit uncom
fortable when the spotlight is shone on us. It's
somewhat of a Wicked Witch of the West versus
water moment, save the fact that we don't melt.
But more important than my slightly strange
metaphor is the fact that a free student press is
needed now more than ever. In a time when the
press is constantly under fire, we as the standard
truth-bearers refuse to let the power of the press
fade into nothingness.
Doom, gloom and odd metaphors aside, The
Whitworthian will continue our work as your
voice for another semester. As you may notice,
we have made some changes to the size and
paper type of the print edition. This change was
made to increase our effectiveness in telling
your stories. We have a few more surprises in
store, so keep your eyes peeled as you traverse
campus in the coming weeks. We are in this to
gether and we remain committed to showcasing
your stories. Stay safe and enjoy the sunshine.
We cannot wait for you to see what we have in
store for The Whitworthian.
This editorial represents the opinion of the Whitworthian Editorial Board. I
WMm
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The Insurrections Waved Our Flag
Nicole Harris |Opinions Editor
WARNING:
GRAPHIC
CONTENT
Jan. 6. - An American flag
waves outside the Capitol
Building. Red and white flutter
in the wind, stripes rippling like
waves.
The flag waves higher as a
man raises it above his head,
above the sea of people. He
raises it, dropping it to the
ground rhythmically, beating a
Metropolitan police officer with
the flagpole.
The first time I saw this video
was during former president
Donald
Trumps
second
impeachment trial as Manager
Rep. Eric Swalwell presented his
case on the senate floor.
I cried.
When
I
interviewed
psychology professor Justin
Martin, Ph.D., one of the first
things he said to me was this:
Tm really concerned about my
students, mainly about the kind
of world they'll be graduating
into."
What kind of world are we
graduating into?
Most would say, we are
graduating into a divided
America, an America defined by
its political polarity. According
to a study done by Pew Research
a month before the election,
nearly eight out of ten registered

voters said the differences
between
themselves
and
members of the opposite party
are based in core American
values. Nine out of ten believed
that a presidential victory by the
opposing party would result in
"lasting harm" to America.
The so-called harm may not be
founded in real divisions among
Americans. Recent research
conducted by the University of
Pennsylvania suggests that we
aren't so divided as a nation after
all. But the perceived division
is still causing harm. This
"false polarization" has been
magnified by Donald Trump.
According
to
history
professor Dale Soden, Ph.D.,
"A sitting president encouraged
people up until the actual day
of certification that the election
was fraudulent and therefore
encouraged millions of people
to believe that that the election
was illegitimate. We've never
really had that before."
Trump's misuse of power was
not the only precedent set on Jan.
6. The New York Times reported
that seven Republican senators
voted to convict Donald Trump
for inciting the insurrection,
more
members
from
a
president's own party flipping
than in past impeachment trials.
Still, the senate voted to acquit

Donald Trump in his second
impeachment trial, but only by
ten votes.
The message to the American
people is that a president can
incite violence, intentionally
or otherwise, and not be held
accountable.
Theresultofthisimpeachment
trial reenforced the narrative of
polarization and party loyalty
that leads to an overwhelming
sense of division, regardless
of whether this division is
perceived or real. The narrative
still remains, and it affects the
way our country deals with
conflict. It has already affected
the way we have approached the
coronavirus pandemic - and not
for the better.
According to a study recently
released by Scientific Reports,
our brains confuse challenges
to our political ideology as
challenges to our self-identity,
thus equating them to personal
insults. This study shows us a
pathway to unitedness, but we
can only be united if we are able
to separate our opinions from
our identity.
This gets messier when
you consider opinions such as
abortion and LGBTQ+ rights
that are usually associated with
religious beliefs, which are and
will most likely remain a piece

of our self-identity.
Martin says, "Regardless of
your own individual view... to
me there's a larger theme: that
people want meaning for the
relevant parts of their lives.
People are meaning-seekers."
I've spent the last several
weeks trying to find some sort of
meaning for this horrific event
I've been trying to understand
how another human being
could stand the cries of officers
in pain, of rioters in pain, of
people in pain.
But this incident wasn't an
isolated anomaly. According
to Gonzaga political science
professor Blaine Garvin, Ph.D.,
the insurrection "was a harsh
reminder to us, as the whole
Trump era has been - that there
is and has always been a kind of
subterranean level in American
politics, where racism, antiimmigrant bigotry, a whole host
of very unattractive notions that
are really quite contrary to our
fundamental political notions,
where that all thrives."
Garvin says there is "nothing
new about these people. What's
new about these people is that
they've been emboldened. And
they have been emboldened by
Donald Trump, and nobody
else."
I hope he is not wrong.
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Saying Goodbye to WhitworthFlex:
Eliminating remote education raises questions
about Whitworth's online future
Rachel Ayres |News Editor
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With
Whitworths
announcement that it intends to
resume normal operations in fall
2021 came questions regarding
the university's online future. f
A press release from Feb. 19
presented changes once again
holding
in-person
classes.

WhitworthFJex,
Whitworths
hybrid
online/in-person
learning plan, which has allowed
students and professors to be
remote during the pandemic.
The option to learn and teach
remotely is set to go off-line in
the fall, granted that COVID-19
cases are manageable and
that vaccinations distrubtion
increase.
Provost and Executive Vice
President Gregor Thuswaldner
said that Whitworth leadership
members have been discussing
plans for fall 2021 for a while.
"We do expect students
to be back in person in the
fall. There might be some
flexibility, but for the most part
[learning completely remotely]
is not going to be an option,"
Thuswaldner said.
Part of that process has been
monitoring other schools in
Washington and in the nation.
"We want to do things in

WhitworthFlex allowed students to either taking a combination of classes
pletely remote during the 2020-2021 school year. Photo by Ben Gallaway. on campus and online or be corn-

concert with other schools,
but also in conjunction with
what our Regional Health
Department tells us what is safe
and what is not safe," he said.
Neighboring
Gonzaga
University• made a similar
—
statement on Feb. 15 regarding
their goal to "fully return to
in-person instruction, housing
and campus activities for Fall

2021." This spring, many other
colleges and universities across
the country are announcing
their plans for more in-person
instruction.
According
to
the website Inside Higher
Ed,
much larger
—> schools muui
i«uger than
man
Whitworth and Gonzaga plan
to be back in-person in the fall
including Washington State
University.

With
the
hope
that
Whitworth will once again be
in-person in the fall comes the
transition away from completely
remote learning, while some
select classes may have online
sections
to
accommodate
occupancy restrictions.
We are first and foremost
a
residential
college,"
Thuswaldner said. "We want our
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students to be on campus or live
close to campus so they can take
classes on campus"
Rebecca Donaway, an adjunct
professor in the department
of communications, taught
completely remote this year.
According to Donaway, the
offer to teach
remotely was
extended
to
those
with
underlying
conditions, as
well as those
who
had
someone
in
their
home
who was in
a
vulnerable
position. Fall
2020
was
Donaway's first
semester at
Whitworth, just months after
she had a baby in May.
"The presence of a really
young newborn in our home
led me to want to be a little bit
more cautious about my outside
Donaway
said.
exposure,"
"[Teaching remotely] allowed
me to still be teaching and
doing what I love to do, while
still feeling that I was giving
my family that extra step of
protection."
This spring, approximately
150 students opted to learn
completely online, including
sophomore Veronica Keizer,
who is living an hour away from
Spokane with her grandparents.
"I wouldn't feel comfortable
living on campus and then

coming back to visit [my
grandparents] on the weekends,
so I just decided to stay home
and just learn from home."
While Keizer is hopeful that
things will return to normal,
she is also apprehensive about
the idea that there will be no
option to learn
completely
online.
"My
plan
right now is to
be in person
[in the fall]. My
grandparents
just got
first dose
the
vaccine,
and they
scheduled for
their
second
ones. That makes me feel more
comfortable going back in the
fall," Keizer said. "But not having
the option anymore to do school
online stresses me out a little bit,
just in case I change my fiiind."
The dependence on the
online option that Whitworth
developed
through
the
pandemic has paved the way
for a possible future for more
remote opportunities.
Thuswaldner mentioned that
there could be a possibility of
some online classes becoming a
consistent option, once they are
peer reviewed as is the standard
with higher education. He even
suggested the idea of a center for
online learning on campus in
future years.
"That's a little bit premature

"Not having the
option anymore to
do school online
stresses me out a
little bit, just in
case I change my
mind."

A commitee is looking into ways to incorporating more remote learning
options in Whitworth's future. Photo by Ben Gallaway.

to think about those things right
now. But I think it is safe to say
that this experience has changed
us and our students, too," he
said.
Thuswaldner said that there
currently is a committee of
faculty and administrators
looking into more sustainable
ways to teach online courses.
"It really depends on our
students' expectations and the
demand out there. But also, it
is important that we keep true
to our mission. We certainly
do not want to just become an

online school," he said.
In the meantime, Whitworth
continues to gear up for
"unrestricted occupancy in
campus residence halls and a
full array of in-person classes
and co-curricular experience,"
as stated in the Feb. 19 press
release.
To
learn
more
about
Whitworth's plans for Fall 2021
and WhitworthFlex, log on to
https://www.whitworth.edu/
cms/whitworthflex/.
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The RA Predicament:

The dichotomy of policy enforcement and
community building
Esther Brown | Arts & Culture Editor

Esther
Stocker
became
a resident assistant (RA) to
make others feel as at home
at Whitworth as she does.
Zakris Pierson became an RA
to build relationships with his
team and residents. Mikaela
Massie became a RA to form

relationships with young women
going through situations and
challenges she has faced.
But this year, many RAs
concur: this is not the job they
signed up for. Unknowingly,
these student leaders stepped
into a role that has been
massively
impacted
by
COVID-19.
Before the pandemic, RAs
were community builders. This
year, they are policy enforcers.
Once a place of dynamic
gatherings
and
endless
programming, residence halls
are now confined by strict
policies and rules. While
COVID-19 guidelines have
certainly impacted students
living on campus, the harsh
changes to the responsibilities of
RAs have gone overlooked.
"Our jobs have this kind
of dichotomy of forming
relationships and enforcing

the first
years
haven't been to
college
before.
when you kind of are policing They
haven't
constantly... it just feels like lived on campus
it constantly hinders forming
before. They don't
those relationships Massie, an
know what the
RA in Baldwin-Jenkins, said.
RA is supposed
RAs
have
been
given to look like, what
the
complicated
task
of their position is
demonstrating that building supposed to be
community
and
enforcing like, what their
policy dorit have to be mutually expectations
are
supposed to be,"
Stocker, a secondThe Arend leadership team poses for their team
year RA, said.
"All
they've p,cture-Arend RA Zakris Pierson said that the job
m°re cha"en9in9 this year but "it's also
exposed
been
an 0pp°rtunity for Pers°nal growth."
ts
police
to is us as police
officers: as
enforcers of past years when it had highs of
wearing masks and visitation around 80 percent.
and limiting friend groups,
Stocker said this year has
and basically being mean reminded her that relationships
about COVID, so its been are a two-way street. She can put
really difficult to connect with in the effort, but residents also
residents the same way as last must try to create connections.
year."
Relationships
can
become
exclusive, despite the tension
The difficulties with building
awkward when she enforces
between them. Many RAs have
community were reflected in policy or documents residents,
struggled with balancing this
the 2020 Residence Life Fall because people don't usually
juxtaposition.
Survey. The statement "I feel like want to talk to someone who
"One of the biggest challenges
I am part of my residence hall" just told them they're doing
for me has been connecting with
was agreed upon by 69 percent something wrong."
residents because specifically
of students as compared to
Residents' frustration with
policies is often placed upon
policies, and they kind of just
go against each other. Its really
hard to be forming relationships

"Our jobs have this
kind of dichotomy of
forming relationships
and enforcing
policies, and they
kind of just go
against each other."
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RAs, even though they are
not the ones who created the
policies. "If you have issue[s]
with policies, you honestly
have issues with the institution
larger than RAs. Peoples
frustration with the policies is
understandable," Pierson, an RA
in Arend, said.
RAs are stuck between
residents and administration,
receiving pressure from both
sides.
"The expectations that have
been put on RAs this year are
definitely coming from adults
who work full time and who are
making the decisions as to what
policies will follow. Its clear that
their threshold for enforcing
these rules is different from
ours because they aren't living
in those environments, and they
arent exposed
to the same
situations that
we are," Stocker
said.
The burden
of monitoring
rule-following
often extends
beyond
the
confines
of
their residence
halls, especially
students
if
don t feel comfortable calling out
their peers who arent following
COVID-19 guidelines.
"It does also feel like we don't
always get a ton of support from
administration and higher-ups
when we ask for help, because it
feels like a lot of the enforcing is

just us. It isn't continued across
campus even like in the dining
hall," Massie said. "It just is this
responsibility. It feels like it
totally falls on our shoulders,
and we don't really get a lot of
backup or help even if we ask
for it, which is unfortunate."
Though policy enforcemenl
creates barriers for RAs tc
develop
relationships,
the
job plays a significant role ir
keeping residence halls safe.
Whether it be approaching
unmasked
individuals,
performing security checks in
quarantined halls or simply
living in close proximity to so
many people, RAs have accepted
their role as safeguards and the
inherent risks that come with it.
"RAs do put themselves at risk
more* so than other years and
more so than a
normal student
or
other
student leaders
do,"
Drew
Craddock, an
assistant area
coordinator
who was an RA
for two years,
said. "That is
hopefully an
area in which
residents can
treat their RAs with some grace
and compassion. There is a
lot of policy enforcement that
goes on, but they're also putting
themselves
in
potentially
harmful situations in terms of
catching a deadly virus."
RA teams have found ways

"RAs do put
themselves at risk
more so than other
years, and more
so than a normal
student or other
student leaders

The Baldwin-Jenkins (BJ) leadership team, pictured above, dealt with a
COVID-19 outbreak on four floors of Jenkins over Jan term break.

to create connections within
their
communities despite
the circumstances. Instead of
a larger and more cohesive
community throughout the
whole building, RAs direct their
focus to fostering relationships
within their hall. This usually
takes place through hall events
and one-on-one meetings.
"This year, a lot of the
connection is done on a personal
level, which really allows you
to get deep and vulnerable
and honest with each other,"
Craddock said.
Even though the job has
been more challenging this year,
Pierson said that he doesn't
regret accepting the position
because "it's also an opportunity
for personal growth."
"The reasons why I love the
job...haven't changed," Stocker
said. "Even though [there are]

more hard days and there's
more pressure than before, even
though there are times where
I'm like, 'Man, this is a really
terrible job and I don't know
why I'm doing it right now,' it's
still a job that I have a lot of fun
memories with and I feel like
this is where I belong."
As the spring semester
progresses and RAs continue to
face the challenges of their new
responsibilities and reputation
as policy enforcers, recognizing
their predicament can help ease
tensions among the community.
"My hope for the greater
community is that we don't
vilify student leaders because of
their job, but instead realize that
everyone is out there trying to
do the best they can, and that we
encourage each other in that,"
Craddock said.
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Dr. Vange Ocasio Hochheimer:

Perspective of a New Business Owner
During the COVID-19 Crisis
Samantha Holm|Opinions Editor

Hochheimer is a Puerto Rican economist and has been a professor of
economics at Whitworth University since 2011. Her intelligence, ambi
t/on and desire to better her community through her academic disci
pline drove her to open her very own data analytics firm, Grand Fir Ana
lytics. Photo provided by Hochheimer.

In a professional and personal
sense, Dr. Vange Ocasio
Hochheimer has forged her
path in life through intelligence,
determination and faith. At a
young age, Hochheimer moved
to Puerto Rico from New York
with her twin sister to live with
her grandparents because her
single mother of eight could not
afford to care for them. Although
she was raised in a humble
environment,
Hochheimer
recounts growing up in love and
with excellent examples of work
ethic.

Grand Fir Analytics. The firms
first project, a partnership with
the Spokane Association of
Realtors, focused on housing
being a social determinant of
health. The research shows
that unstable housing leads to
negative health effects.

"We have a housing shortage
in Spokane, which has been a
key policy topic. High rent and
home prices are squeezing a lot
of first-time homebuyers and
low-income individuals out of
buying a home," Hochheimer
said.
She and her twin sister
After collecting research for
returned to New York at 12 this project, the pandemic hit.
years old. Hochheimer recalls Hochheimer moved her classes
working after school as early remotely while completing
14 years of age. This work research for the firm, so the
ethic drove her to pursue her nationwide transition to remote
pre-law and philosophy degree learning was not uncharted
from Binghamton University, territory.
investment bank job on
However, the digitalization
Street and then her of work and school due to the
s degree in pandemic continues to be hectic
economics rrom Colorado State for Hochheimer because she
University.
handles business proceedings
Hochheimer, who started for the firm and helps her
teaching at Whitworth in two children with school at
2011, is a tenured professor of home. Virtual learning for her
economics. In January 2020, children is a struggle because
she became the president of her household does not have
her own data analytics firm,
enough devices for everyone.
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the Department of Commerce,
a board dedicated to economic
revitalization of the community.
She also serves on a number of
community organizations for
the Spokane region.
"I would like to do some
research on broadband access
during the pandemic and look
for differential impacts based
on student demographics,"
Hochheimer opened Grand Fir Hochheimer said.
Another one of her areas
Analytics in January 2020. The
firm intends to conduct studies of interest is the effect the
about social and economic devel pandemic has had on women,
opment issues and environmental specifically single mothers. The
issues. Although there are many pandemic has affected industry
ideas brewing for future projects, sectors that mainly women
many of the firm's operations occupy and has made adequate
are on hold until the end of the
childcare impossible to obtain.
COVID-19 pandemic. Photo pro
According to an article from
vided by Hochheimer.
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, at
"I feel extremely privileged least 15 million single mothers
because I'm able to work will be negatively impacted and
remotely," Hochheimer said. may never regain employment
"However, I imagine the female during this health crisis.
cashier at Walmart who has kids
The firm also has the goal
and can't bring them to work, of offering paid or unpaid
and my heart goes out to her."
internships to students. Part
This
compassion
for
struggling community members
is the primary motivation of
Hochheimers research at the
firm. The amplification of
preexisting inequities in society
due to the pandemic has guided
the direction of future research.
For example, Hochheimers
expertise in rural finance
of Hochheimers mission is
drove her to consider the recruiting students to her firm
disproportionate effect a lack and allowing them to have
of broadband access has had on real world experiences. For
rural communities. She learned example, one of her upper-level
about this crisis while serving on economics students was going

I grew up in
poverty, but I
grew up in love
and in Christ."

to serve as an expert witness at we had everything."
a city council meeting.
Hochheimers
Christian
Unfortunately, this project values have informed her ideas
was thwarted due to the about that the economy. She
pandemic. In fact, many of the fears that in the process of
firms operations and project garnering profit, people often
ideas will be halted until the forget about helping others. To
world returns some sense of her, the economy should be an
normalcy. In the meantime, inclusive system that seeks to
Hochheimer
will
keep help people first and foremostly.
brainstorming
"I am not
and
focusing
the type of
on the "digital
economist that
footprint" of the
believes
that
firm.
money
and
While
the
profit should be
firm is placed
the absolute the
on
hold,
end goal," said
Hochheimer
Hochheimer.
continues
to
"The economy
pour her efforts
should
end
into teaching.
suffering
and
She
believes
not allow for
the way she interacts with her us to enrich ourselves at the
students is a mixture of empathy expense of others."
and tough love. Her students
As Hochheimer plans away,
have her phone number and the Spokane region can look
can text her at any point. In an forward to the impact that
effort to show grace, she offers Grand Fir Analytics' research
extensions on assignments will have on the community.
and has eased up on her strict Her leadership, inspired by her
deadlines.
work ethic and lifetime love for
Hochheimer,
a
devout Christ, continues to give her
Christian, understands the more ideas to lend help to those
concept of grace very well. in need.
While living in Puerto Rico, she
recalls attending church services
six times a week.
"I grew up in poverty,
but I grew up in love and in
Christ," said Hochheimer. "We
understood that God loved us
more than anything, so we never
felt unfortunate or poor because

"I am not the
type of economist
that believes that
money and profit
should be the
absolute the end
goal"
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Sofiya llnitski |Staff Photographer
Whitworth women's soccer faced Whitman in the Pine Bowl on Saturday, Feb. 27, 2021. The game ended with a 3-0 win for
the Pirates.
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IN RESPONSE Art Exhibit

Jake Yeager| Photo Editor

Roin Morigeau and Dan McCann visualize the complexity of life creation through this mixture of free-standing sculptures
and paintings at the Bryan Oliver Gallery.
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Professor-Student Relationships
and COVID
Emma Maple |Staff Writer
To get a sense of how this
problem has affected the
Whitworth experience, I talked
to three professors and one
senior. They had one idea in
common: COVID is making
relationships harder.
Pyle is a firm believer in
student-professor relationships
as a central part of Whitworth's
foundation. In fact, he says, "The
students are why we're here."
But since the pandemic,
Pyle's found
initiating
relationships
with students
to be more
difficult than
before, partly
because
of
the
space
distancing restrictions, partly
because of masks."
Although
they
protect
us, masks make non-verbal
communication
difficult.
Martha Gady, associate professor
and department chair of the
math department, who has been
at Whitworth since 1984, says,
"[Students'] masks are on so I
can only see their eyes." This fact
causes her to miss important
non-verbal clues.
These non-verbal cues an
' ~ "

The hallmark of Whitworth, student professor relationships, are suffer
ing. Photo by Ben Gallaway.

"For
many
decades,
relationships between faculty
and students have been a
hallmark of a Whitworth
education."
This
statement
comes
from Ron Pyle, Ph.D. in
Communication Studies, who
has taught at Whitworth for
thirty-three years. Greg Orwig,
vice president for admissions
and financial aid, said in a news
report in 2019, "What attracts
students
is...deep
student relationships."
These relationships are why I
decided to attend Whitworth.

Coming from an almost
completely
homeschooled
environment, I knew I would
need dedicated faculty members
to help me succeed. According
to Waterford.org, studentprofessor relationships help
motivate students to show up
and excel in the classroom.
But these relationships are
struggling, both at Whitworth
and across the U.S.
According to Inside Higher
Ed, in October of 2020, students
and professors are feeling
increasingly isolated from one
another.

important way for professors to
know if the class is understanding
the material taught, especially
in a field like math. However,
masks and computer screens are
making such communication
harder than ever before.
For Kamesh Sankaran, Ph.D.,
professor of engineering and
physics, who has worked at
Whitworth since 2004, one of
the biggest changes he noticed
amid the pandemic was the
decrease in
"unplanned
interactions."
W h i l e
formal office
hours
are
still available,
they are not
always
the
best way for students to connect
with their professors. Sankaran
prefers
simple,
everyday
encounters - encounters that
happen as he passes the student
lounge, where he can stop by and
chat with them in an unplanned,
informal environment.
Sankaran
says,
"Those
organic unplanned encounters
are so crucial...It reduces the
anxiety barrier. When these
organic
interactions
don't
happen, more formal office

Before, you would
just see your prof
around campus. And
now, not so much."
««
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hours or appointments are that
much more daunting. And its so
unfortunate."
AhLana Ames, a senior
majoring in political science,
says, "Before, you would just see
your prof around campus. And
now, not so much. You have to
reach out via email, figure out
what platform you're going to
meet on, what time, how exactly
youre going to meet."
As a freshman, I've seen this
firsthand. Unless office hours are
a graded part of the curriculum,
IVe met with professors outside
of class an average of one
time per semester. If I saw my
professors around campus more
often, I think it would be easier
to interact with them.
The math department has
their own unique struggles
regarding
the
COVID
pandemic.
Many
studentprofessor activities involve food
in one way or another, which
makes them a huge no-no in
the age of COVID. Gady says, "I
see relationships being affected
departmentally. We would have
social gatherings, always around
food. We can t do that anymore."
Food can even be part of a
class. Sometimes, classes can
get a little boring. Food can
help to liven things up. Gady
says, "Some of my classes have
a creative project. We normally
have breakfast, which is when
they present their projects.
Thats kind of my culmination of
this class, and now I cant do it."
Ames is minoring in theology

and gender studies, but only
declared after her professor
stopped her after class and said,
"I think you would really enjoy
this." According to Ames, these
types of interactions are what
freshmen are missing out on.
She says, "I think the biggest
relationships
you start with
your
profs
is
freshman
year,
seeing
them in those
introductory
classes, talking
to them in class
or after class."
In my two
and
a
half
semesters
at
Whitworth, I've
had one conversation with a
professor regarding my future,
and even this conversation was a
little awkward. I had to reach out
to formally set an appointment,
and then the meeting took place
over Zoom. While I appreciate
the availability of our professors,
I would love to simply be able to
chat with them after class — not
through a screen.
Gady's
takeaway
from
the pandemic has been the
importance of relationships. She
is trying to have more pre-class
readings and/or lectures, so
she can use class time to really
connect with students.
Sankaran says that in
the future, its unplanned
interactions
he
will
be
prioritizing. His silver lining has

been discovering what is most years at Whitworth.
important about teaching.
Eventually, there will be a
Pyle is proud of the resilience day when masks and social
he has seen in students. "I don't distancing fade into the
think [these relationships] background of our minds as a
happened as easily as they distant memory. That will be
might have otherwise. But I was the day when student professor
very taken by the commitment relationships can return to
of students to normal.
develop those
However, it's still unfortunate
r e l a t i o n s h i p s , that COVID has such a negative
and faculty as impact on the relationships we
well. Were all have with our professors now.
working hard
on it."
Talking
to
the professors
and
student,
I'm sad about
these
crucial
encounters that
COVID-19 has
forced me to miss out on. This
could impact my schooling not
only now, but for the rest of my

"Eventually, there
will be a day
when masks and
social distancing
fade
theinto
background of
our minds as a
distant memory."

Students still meet with some of their professors in person, but not to
the same extent as in past years. Photo by Ben Gallaway.
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The Road to Recovery:

Ethan Kem's Journey Back to the Field
Luke Schwartz |Sports Editor

The ambulance sirens roared,
his
stillbody
yet quivering in
agony. What used to be hot

one goal and two assists, while
earning an All-NWC Selection
and playing every game, starting
17 of 20. Junior year was up next

sweat dissolved into a cold
rush of moisture down his face. for Kem and he put in major
A strong bone before, it now work.
felt like glass shattered into a
"I was pumped for that
million pieces. Ethan Kem had
season...I had zero body fat on
broken his right leg and a return
me. I lifted every other day and

to the soccer field
impossible.

appeared

was constantly running. I was
the most fit person 1 could be. 1
was at the pinnacle of my soccer

Three years prior, Kem was
a standout soccer p\ayer and career? said Kem.
student at Hazen High School
10 games into Kem's junior
from 2013 to 2016. In two season,
Whitworth
soccer
seasons of varsity soccer, Kem hopped on a bus and took a short
boasted 51 points, 13 goals and
trip down to Oregon to face off
25 assists over
against Pacific
38 games. Due
University. The
to a broken
game
ended
ankle before his
with a 4-1
senior season
victory in favor
in 2016, Ethan
of the Pirates,
didnt play his
but
Kem
last year in
remembers
high school but

"I was pumped for
that season... I was
at the pinnacle of
my soccer career."

, ,
ended up signing to play soccer
at Whitworth University.
When Ientered the program,
I felt I was part of something,"
Kem said.
Once at Whitworth, Kem
proved to be a versatile player
for the Pirates, breaking out
in his second year. Kem tallied

October 4th,
2019a little differently.
"I just always remember - I
planted my right leg and I'm
looking at the ball coming. Then
au cf a sudden, I look to my left
and my keeper dives at me and
doesn't say'Keep.'He hits my leg
and my leg snaps over... I went
to go grab my shin guard on

my leg and then my whole leg
cracked like a million times and
I fell over. It was
horrific. Then I
was like, 'Oh my
God. I broke my
leg"'
Kem

had

completely split
his tibia. He

the way from Seattle to Oregon
to be with me at the hospital. My
teammates,

"Honestly, I would
not be able to sit
here right now
without them."

went
through
three separate surgeries while
enduring physical therapy that
was brutal at times. Kem faced a
difficult task both physically and
mentally.

"Nothing was going
right. My bone never healed
correctly because the screws
were preventing my bones
from compounding together
to heal faster. Then once my
bone healed, my other screws
started acting up with my whole
knee and hamstring. So, that
was causing me severe pain to
where I couldn't do things... All
those little surgeries, all those
little things that push your date
of recovery back further, just
sucked," said Kem.
Luckily, through family,
friends and teammates, Kem was
able to push forward. "When I
broke my leg, my mom drove all

me to my
classes.
My
t e a c h e r s
would
help
me
with
everything
they could since I was in a lot
of pain. Honestly, I would not
be able to sit here right now
without them," said Kem.
After 504 days had passed,
nearly a year and a half since
the injury, Kem suited up for
the Pirates 2021 home opener
against Pacific Lutheran on
February 19, 2021. "Just to be
in that jersey again, it's such an
amazing feeling... It's just an
honor, standing with both my
boots on with the whole team.
It's just the best feeling ever,"
said Kem.
Now that Kem is back sharing
the field with his teammates, he
can look back and reflect on
everything that he's thankful to
still be able to do throughout
this entire process. "I'm thankful
for every day that I get to wake
up early in the morning and go
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put on my soccer cleats and go
out and be with my teammates.
It's just a blessing and you don't
know when it's going to end. Be
thankful, always," said Kem.

Ethan Kern shoots the ball in the
Pine Bowl during his comeback
game versus Whitman. Photo by
Abby Dent.
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Have an interesting story to share?
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was a part of a larger
the use of playing cards. Photo by Jake Yeager.
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization composed entirely of
students which produces The Whitworthian monthly newspaper and thewhitworthian.news.
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant information in an
innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while informing, entertaining and provid
ing a forum for expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.

This editorial represents the opinion of the Whit
worthian Editorial Board.
Eight weeks in, and it already feels like 80.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published monthly, except during January and
student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college administration
does not review the newspaper s content Opinions and ideas expressed in The Whitworthi
an are those of the individual artists, writers and student editors, and do not necessarily refleet the views the Associated Students
of
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
administration,
its
advertisers.
faculty/staff
The Whitworthian
or
is paid for through adver8W
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
subscription

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual creators and
not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its staff.
tv ww
e
g
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PUBLIC FORUM

hitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and expression as
ranteed m the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
www.thewhitworthian.com

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about
the fairness or accuracy of a story, send an
email to kevers23@my.whitworth.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader
responses to articles or issues of interest to
the Whitworth community. Send letters to
kevers23@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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As we continue to muddle through the pandem
ic-gripped world, we have successfully reached April.
And yet, the weeks have begun to drag on, seemingly
without end. Assignments are piling up, monu
mental change is on the horizon and the weather is
temperamental at best. Its safe to say that we are all
experiencing a little burnout. With no spring break,
the weight of the semester is weighing heavily on all
of us. We here at the Whitworthian are feeling the
weight along with you. This is not the first time that
weather has delayed the production of an edition. We
continue to persevere, nonetheless. We continue to
tell your stories, to be your voice and to deepen the
bonds within our community.
Despite the disruption to our normal production
our team remains optimistic about the weeks ahead
Because of this, we want to encourage you. The end
is m sight to this anomaly of the year. Despite all
the challenges that we have faced as a campus over
the course of the year, you have risen to meet each
and every one of them with determination and grit
There have been moments where we have all strug
gled but we have always been there for one another.
$ U S S t r ° n § e r - A s W e t e l 1 > ' o u r storiesvltT1
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Hunt

Do you think you know the Whitworth campus? These
16 photos (continued on back page) were taken by the
Whitworthian staff photographers and the first to email
our editor-in-chief @kevers23@my.whitworth.edu with
the correct locations of each will receive a Whitworth
bookstore gift certificate. Happy guessing!
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FLEX taught us a lot:
Whitworth needs to make sure we learn.
Rachel Wilson |Staff Writer
about the failures and successes of students report increased
of our unique hybrid model for stress and anxiety as a result of
students and faculty.
COVID-19.
While holding to Whitworth's
In the midst of this, we are all
policies, such as wearing masks desperate for human interaction,
and social distancing by six feet Connection and community with
or more, the goal of FLEX has other people has been taken away
been to allow for as much in- from us. Casey Andrews, Ph.D
person interaction as possible.
chair of the English department,
Academically, Whitworth says that even on Zoom, people
has suffered to a certain feel less alone in a classroom
degree. Faculty are tasked with community. "That's not an
redesigning
entire
and interaction
wuut courses
WUI5C® dIlu
&
lnieraction tnat
re getting in
that you
you're
learning to operate entirely new a lot of other parts of your life and
new"
^ a§ Z°°m °r <luarantine. And that's something
Md m,CrOPh°ne
'ha. is occurring- ?
Faculty and tech support on

familiar with. The term was
invented by Whitworth™ rife
to an educational system we
had never seen before and it has
changed our lives
Rather than stay completely
remote after the spring of
2020, Whitworth decided on a
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remote learning

en J, 1W?ltworth community
SPread °f
COVID-W S'°P
But did Whitworths plan
succeed? Was it worth its
problems? I reached out to
multiple department heads to ask
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created an educational
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alter-ego
in
FLEX the form
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in person and
hybrid."
xPhy2Nin a
Basically, I teach
The
mental
health
all of the lectures
on
dressed up as a
campuses across
ninja sensei."
the US has been
devastated
by
5
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awards
Ninja Points the
pandemic,
fun
pieces
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the Journal of Medical Internet
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has been to allow ?for as much inperson interaction
as possible.'
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awards blackbelts to students
who finish the course with an A.
The art department has had its
own strokes of academic genius.
Katie Creyts, art department
chair, says they've created a way
for a class that's taking place
in one classroom upstairs to
broadcast into another classroom
downstairs.
Some courses, like hands-on
arts classes and labs have been
significantly affected. Creyts
says the department faced new
financial constraints, quickly
depleting lab fees for the entire
semester by the need to ship

over 20, according to Whitworth's
connection of any sort. This leads
COVID-19 dashboard.
to fun and engaging new learning
Whitworth also has had
tools like ExPhyzNinja and some
significant clusters of cases.
creative social distancing that lets
On January 26th, a Whitworth us be together. It also leads to the
Advisory
was
"stupid stuff" that
sent
out
via
causes outbreaks.
email
alerting
It exposes in us
the campus to
how we act on
several clusters of
our love for our
the virus on one
neighbor when
floor of Baldwinwe're all facing
Jenkins, which
the worst of it,
were quarantined
like losing our
over Jan Term
jobs, being forced
Break - not before some of them to go out in unsafe conditions,

"Few people
want FLEX to be
permanent...most
of us want to go
'back to norma].'"

the

traveled home, though. In total,
there have been 308 confirmed

In order to keep campus
safe, restrictions like masks are
necessary. Mike Ediger, Ph.D.,
department chair of the Health
Sciences Department, says that
Whitworth uniquely succeeded
here. "We have a community
culture at Whitworth." The largescale compliance with masking
has been crucial to letting us be
together.
Andrews says masking was
an initial worry among faculty.
"Would we show up in classes
and get a lot of students saying
'I'm not masking' and 'It's my
god given right to breathe all
over you'? I have not had any
experience of that."
Although
in
terms
of
COVID-19, we didn't exactly
stop the virus in its tracks. In
the course of this school year,
there have been two weeks where
there were more than 30 new
COVID-19 cases reported and
four more weeks where there were

cases on campus.
Still, FLEX has been a success
- not because it saved us from
COVID-19 outbreaks or because
it offers the best education or
because it is better for students
mental health. The isolation
and stress from being alone
have taken their toll, but we got
through it.
FLEX only worked when it did
because we here at Whitworth
care about our education, each
other, our students and our
community.
For many the past year has
been horrible. Few people want
FLEX to be permanent or assert
that its better than before. Most
of us want to go "back to normal."
But we all realize that for now,
and hopefully not much longer,
this is necessary, although its not
perfect in any way.
This pandemic, which has
gone on for so much longer
than it should or could have, has
made us desperate for human

double materials
students.

to

all

ourselves of that, move through
this time with compassion and
deeply reflect on how we can take
care of each other,

struggling with mental health or
the pain of losing a loved one.

We've proven
how desperately
be together and
important that

to ourselves
we want to
engaged. It's
we remind

Whitworth student Mason Velasquez with his blackbelt. Photo by Mat
thew Silvers, Ph.D.
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Reflecting on the COVID Shutdown
Perspectives from the Whitworth Community
Isaac Price I Staff Writer
It has been over a year since Whitworths campus closed because of
the COVID-19 pandemic. On Thursday, March 12, 2020, Whitworth
students received news that spring break would be starting a week
early. President Beck Taylor s email announced that this week had been
added to the break in order for administration to contemplate new
ways to deliver education in spite of the global pandemic. Originally,
spring break was to end on March 29 and students returned home
withhopes of eventually coming back. But four days later, on March
16, another press release dashed those hopes.
Whitworth students and staff joined the rest of the world with
conducting school and other business online, almost overnight.
Students Zoomed into classes, unable to enjoy their residential
experience. This sudden change impacted students and faculty in
unique ways from student athletes to international students to studyabroad faculty leaders and many more.
,.1"h10not ,of this historic anniversary, The Whitworthian is
highlighting three different community members and their experiences
during the first year of the pandemic.
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P: In general, what are your thoughts on the anniversary of campus

The Whitworthian
closing and most of the world shutting down because of the coronavirus?
C-O: Compared to last year, [this spring] brings a lot of hope with all
the advancement and improvements we've made since last year. Being
able to prevent [COVID] with the vaccines coming out gives me and
a lot of people a lot of hope that we can come out of this sooner rather
than later, and it gives me a lot of excitement for the near future.
Michael Lie is an international student from Indonesia and also a
current Whitworth sophomore. His experience was challenging since
he could not return home and instead stayed on the practically empty
campus with a limited number of fellow international students through
the whole summer.

oldest study-abroad program at 45 years. Hernandez spoke about the
impact of the pandemic had on ending the 2020 CASP trip early.
Price: What was the timeline for the 2020 CASP trip with the abrupt
ending?
Hernandez: It was devastating. [A few Whitworth faculty members]
were three or four days from going down over spring break for a 10day academic retreat. [Students] were halfway through their intern
ships and being part of their host families and neighborhoods. It was
hard to let go of something they had worked so hard for a year in ad
vance and invested so much in during January, February and March.
P: What are your thoughts on the anniversary of campus closing, in
relation to CASP and Whitworth in general?
H: So much of what we endeavored to expose, mentor and teach
the students who do CASP about is *Embrace the ambiguity.! As we
continue to learn the complexities of the pandemic, I feel grateful to
Whitworth that they made good, sound decisions in supporting our
program, allowing us to be creative with our alternatives and making
sure our students didn t come out on the losing end of academics and
credits.

Price: Think about to where you were a year ago today. What has
changed for you?
Lie: Last year was harder for international students since half of us
could not go back home, and most of us lost our jobs because the cam
pus was closed. Whitworth helped us a lot by keeping Sodexo and the
residence halls open throughout the spring semester for international
students. I'm really grateful that Whitworth did that for us.
P: What experiences on campus did you miss out on last spring?
While the pandemic continues to be a public health concern a year
L: A lot of events, because there were no events going on. There were later and restrictions still abound, hope is on the horizon. On Feb. 19,
no prime-times. The dorms were really empty with only international President Taylor sent out a press release promising a brighter future
students spread out across campus. Another thing we missed out on with a move toward "normal operations" for Fall 2021.
was Springfest.
P: What was your summer like during the pandemic?
To learn more about Whitworths COVID-19 response, log on to
L: I didn't get a job in the first month but then Whitworth made one https://www.whitworth.edu/cms/whitworthflex/.
available for me through SET SAIL career training. It was a 20-hour
per week job and I got paid for career development for six or sev
en weeks. Without that, I wouldn't have any income. Whitworth has
done a great job providing for international students and people af
fected by COVID.
P: In general, what are your thoughts on the anniversary of campus
closing and most of the world shutting down because of the coronavirus?
L: I feel like Whitworth has done a pretty good job maintaining the
campus [being] open, keeping in-person classes and following the
COVID regulations. I didn't think we would be having in-person
classes right now, because in Indonesia back home, campuses are still
closed. I'm just grateful Whitworth is still open.
Professor Kim Hernandez has taught Spanish in Whitworth's World
Language and Culture Department for 19 years. Since 2008, she has
served as a faculty leader for Whitworth's biennial Central Americas
Study Program (CASP) in Costa Rica and Guatemala, Whitworth's

The students of the 2020 Central America Study Program left their trip in
March when campus closed and all study abroad trips were sent home.
Photo courtesy of Kim Hernandez.
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Performing virtually does not deter
the "Antigone" cast from creativity
Savannah Hayward I Staff Writer
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exercises where
we can touch
each other and
there are a lot of
very relational
moments in this
show,"
Rajala
said.
Ludlam also
found the lack of
physical touch to be a challenge.
"It also makes you pick up on

°f
nervous
movements
in
her performance
and be "hyperaware" of her
body.
"I learned that
I can't necessarily
relyon my theater
instincts, that I
need to dial everything back to
make it look more subtle and not

Its providing a
space for us to be
creative in a time
that feels pretty
dark."
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overwhelming on camera," Rajala
said.
Livestreaming the show also
meant that the cast didn't have
an in-person audience. Ludlam
said that the cast constantly had
conversations about what the
audience would experience and
how they would perceive the
show. They also encountered the
challenge of trying to recreate
the "magic" of a live audience,
according to her.
Though a virtual performance
makes the show more accessible
to a broader audience, Rajala said
that she is sad she didn't get to
participate in the give and take of
a live crowd.
"The challenges are that we
are a theater training program
and we believe wholeheartedly
that there is something that is
irreplicable about being in the
same space with an audience,
about breathing the same air,
about feeling the vibrations
between performer and audience
member, and that won't happen
in this production in the same
way," Fields-Forbes said.
The Whitworth cast expanded
the original version of Antigone
by breaking up the show with
time-lapses of original art and
music.
Stephy Nobles-Beans was
the Justice Consultant for the
production and the composer of
the music played throughout the
show. She wrote three laments:
one piece about justice, another
about a son who loses the love
of his life and the third about the
mother's grief for the loss of her
son, titled "A Mother's Song."

Nobles-Beans said she was something and doing something
a lot of ways. We're very lucky
inspired by looking at the depths instead of sitting and hiding from where we are at Whitworth," she
of each character's pain. "I think a deadly virus," Fields-Forbes said. "It's really rewarding to find
everybody has had a taste of love said. She said that the most this process and to be able to tell
that stung. You don't have to go important thing was that the cast these stories still, even with a
to the depths of killing yourself could come together and tell an pandemic."
but you go to the
important story.
For all future productions
depth of having
Rajala
said from the Whitworth theatre visit
a broken heart,"
that she is pleased https://www.onthestage.com/
she said.
people were able whitworth-university-theatre.
Despite
all
to step up to the
the changes and
challenge and be
challenges
the
creative. "For me,
cast faced, Fieldsbeing
creative
Forbes said the
when I don't feel
overall
spirit
like I can is one of
was positive and
the biggest things
enthusiastic.
that gives me life,"
"Its providing
Rajala said.
a space for us to be creative in a
Ludlam said that Antigone has
time that feels pretty dark and been an outlet for her. "It has felt
for us to shine a light by making like the world has just paused in

"Its really
rewarding to
find this process,
and to be able to
tell these stories
still, even with a
pandemic

Antigone featured original artwork and music between scenes. Photo credit: Jake Yeager.
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The Fi
Katelyn McLean I Sports Editor
siblings, stepparents or other were hopeful well have that
opportunity," Johnson said.
legal guardians.
According to Arielle Dreher
Upon entering the facilities,
and
Laurel Demkovich of The
Gonzaga
family
members
must follow new protocols like Spokesman-Review, Governor
temperature
checks,
mask- Jay Inslee announced that all
wearing and self-screening for counties in Washington would be
Fans add
an aspect of
the
momentum and energy to sports
symptoms of COVID-19. The moving forward to phase three
that cannot be created anywhere
bit of community... fans have to be socially distanced as of March 22, which allows for
else.
in the stands and no concessions 25% capacity at sporting events
the spirit is there." are
However the sports world at
available.
throughout the state.
aII levels - high schooi college and
Still,
Johnson
and
the
This change will allow
professional - seem to disagree with our facilities we can easily university are grateful for the Gonzagas 1,500-person baseball
on how to approach adding fans accommodate that in a safe and presence of the fans.
facility to welcome 375 people for
back into the mix.
responsible manner."
"We know weve got a special their upcoming season.
The Northwest Conference,
While Whitworth is left to place in the community and
Despite the NWC s decision to
where Whitworth plays, made a abide by the NWC decisions, that the support that we receive for
prohibit
fans, at the last football
blanket decision at the beginning isn't the case for all universities in all of our sports. We know that
game
of
the season on March
of the revised seasons to prohibit the same county and reopening
its an outlet for entertainment, 13, a number of Whitworth fans
fans at all NWC events for the phase.
for families to gather, especially and a few Pacific Lutheran fans
time being. The conference
Gonzaga University, a Division in the spring for baseball, and
gathered around the fences at the
includes small colleges and 1 school that plays in the West
universities across Oregon and Coast Conference, has been
Washington.
able to allow fans since Spokane
"We really want to look at County moved into phase two
the conference as a whole and of Governor Inslees reopening
make a decision that works best plan.
for the entire conference," NWC
According
to
Gonzaga
Commissioner Kim Wenger said. University Associate Athletic
According to Governor Jay Director Chris Johnson, the WCC
Inslees safe start" plan on has not made any overarching
governor.wa.gov., counties that decisions regarding fans at
are in phase two are allowed 200 conference events, leaving the
total people at sporting events, decision up to the universities.
including coaches, athletes and
Gonzaga began allowing
staff
family members of athletes in
"We have requested a couple their basketball program to
times now to have that decision attend games. According to
reviewed and provide schools Johnson, the "family members"
A committee has been formed by the NWC to review spectator
institutional autonomy to make classification extends to parents,
policies as guidelines frequently shift. Photo by Katelyn McLean.
As the sports world slowly
returns to normal, with athletes
hitting the field to make up
postponed fall and winter seasons
or
start
to spring ones, one final
piece is still missing—the fans.

their own decisions," Whitworth
Athletic Director Tim Demant
said. "We would love to be
able to have our parents watch
games in person. We believe

extra
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Pine Bowl to watch a 56-23 Pirate
victory through the chain-link
fence.
"I feel like it gives you an
added sense of community. Even
though COVID is still happening,
it's really nice to see people still
making the effort to come out
here, especially parents, just to
see that they're not willing to let
the spirit go," sophomore Jordan
Collins said.
For some fans, coming
to watch the football game
through the fence was a way to
get a glimpse of the Whitworth
community that COVID-19 has
made more difficult to achieve.

"Its really nice
to see people still
making the effort
to come out here."
"It's just the extra bit of
community because even though
a lot of people don't know sports
very well, at least the spirit is
there," freshman Sarnie Schaffer
said.
For most Whitworth freshmen,
this is their first experience with
sports at Whitworth.
"They definitely are something
that I look forward to. I'm
remembering from high school
because I haven't been to college,
but high school basketball
games, football games were
always so much fun to go to
and it just makes the college
experience more fun and gives
you something to do other than
schoolwork," freshman Jordyn

Whitworth sports fans watch the football game through the fence at the Pine Bowl on March 13,
2021. Photo by Katelyn McLean

Bender said.
The NWC presidents met on
March 22 and formed a committee
to review the spectator policy
in light of continually evolving
state and local guidelines. The
committee hadn't met at the time
of publication and the NWC's
current spectator policy remains
the same.

Have an interesting story to share?
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